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"With a kind of easy grace, cemeteries, after a certain length of

time allow themselves to be dispossessed. When no more burials

take place, cemeteries die, but in an elegant manner: lichen,

saltpeter, moss cover the flagstones"

-Jean Genet
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Preface

Burial Grounds within Center City

I never realized the task that I set out for myself when I became interested in

documenting the Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia. It never occurred to me that

this city would have had so many burial sites, or that so few would remain. Most

surprising of all was that not much data existed to provide a thorough image of these

landscapes as a whole and that there had not been another enthusiast like myself to

have taken the challenge. What I started out to do as a Master thesis quickly

presented itself as much more. I had chosen the topic for a doctoral dissertation.

The only way to survive this task was to narrow it down while still maintaining

the original vision. The reality that presented itself was that only ten cemeteries

remained within a boundary that had once included over eighty five. I was sure the

reasons why these few had remained were very complex. Just to assess these few in

a thorough manner would be a sufficient undertaking for any scholar. As a

Landscape Architect I had questions and interests that involved the individual

cemeteries, but I was equally, if not more, interested in the larger picture. I wanted to

re-discover for myself and for any interested in the subject, this cultural landscape; this

vanished city of the dead. A landscape that we here, in this country, take for granted

as permanent and eternal. What I discovered in the past history of Philadelphia's
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cemeteries was that like all of men's dreams and passions, burial grounds, can be less

than permanent, and they are not final resting places.

The process of compiling this information required an assessment of the cultural and

political makeup of the city from its inception throughout the various centuries, up to

the advent of the modern cemetery of the early 19th century. Religious institutions

and their different ways of dealing with death and burial became primary criteria. I

embarked on a systematic approach to ascertain what burial grounds, cemeteries,

church yards remained.

After spending - what became years - at the Pennsylvania Historical Society

reviewing their records and period Atlasses on Philadelphia cemeteries and invading

the City Archives studying records of the Board of Health for sanitation requirements

and "cemetery returns" to document their existence, I came across an unpublished

manuscript by Charles R. Barker. Mr. Barker was a historian and a genealogist. His

many contributions to Genealogy can be attested by the Philadelphia Genealogical

Society. In his effort to provide this organization with pertinent information he

undertook the awe inspiring task of researching birth records in church files. This

undertaking provided a by-product: the location of churches and their burial grounds

within the greater city of Philadelphia. In the following study I have taken information

provided in his register and have verified cartographic evidence so as to create a

concise mapping of the burial grounds within the central city district. I have had the

advantage to follow his research fifty plus years later. This has been beneficial as new
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information has literally surfaced on cemeteries he missed. I have had the opportunity

to verify and correct exclusions (primarily due to race).

The results of all this research is a new CAD (Computer Aided Design) generated map

that documents all that I have discovered about cemeteries in Philadelphia. I hope

that others eventually use my work to further the knowledge of the Cemetery

Landscapes of Philadelphia.
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Introduction

Explanation of Study

Cultures alter natural landscapes in conscious or unconscious ways and for a variety of

practical and impractical reasons. The resultant places create literal and symbolic

images of societies, their attitudes, and their lifestyles. Cemeteries, specifically,

symbolize attitudes about life, death, and landscapes. The emerging designed rural

landscape cemeteries of the 19th century completely altered the thinking about burial

and the traditional church burial yard. In combination with new found scientific

knowledge, the growth of cities, and a developing trend for consumerism and fashion,

the traditional burial churchyard started to disappear from central urban cores.

Philadelphia, once premier city of the United States, did not invent the modern rural

cemetery, but it was not soon after the founding of Mount Auburn in Boston (1 831

)

that Philadelphia established Laurel Hill and a cadre of other equally venerable

institutions for burial. The results of the new rural landscape cemetery could not have

been more dramatic. Over the years following the establishment of Laurel Hill

Cemetery in 1835, the selling off, removal, and reclassification of land that had once

held bodily remains became a reality. The study site emcompasses the old pre-

consolidation boundaries of the city of Philadelphia, bounded by the Schuylkill River on

the West, Vine Street on the North, the Delaware River along the East and "South"

Street. ( figure 2
)
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Historic Philadelphia, prior to 1854 listed as number 5, ( currently the 5th - 10th wards) included eighty five

cemeteries and church yards. Today only two cemeteries and eight church yards remain.
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Nature of Study

This study will serve two purposes. It will map the existence of all known

cemeteries as noted to date within the already specified district. The second focus of

the study will be to analyze and get an understanding of some of the reasons for the

survival of so few cemeteries. It is doubtful that we will know with 100% accuracy, as

my research has already proven, the exact location or the existence of all burials

(either as individuals, or by group) within Center City Philadelphia. This is primarily due

to the lack of regular civil records before 1 806. Other reasons for potential

inaccuracies are due to inconsistent religious records; some institutions literally went

out of business and their records were not properly recorded or archived. Finally,

death was not seen as something bad or important by certain individuals or religions,

requiring little or no ceremony.

The study will first focus on cemetery practices leading to the creation of Mt.

Auburn Cemetery in Boston. Then cultural developments will be analyzed that led to

the modern landscape cemetery and its variants. Consequently the focus will then

turn to the evolution of the cemetery landscapes of Philadelphia looking at their

location, denomination, evolution, and demise. The study will narrow the scope to

further discuss examples of evolution and the removal or sell-off of cemeteries within

Center City. Part of this focus will deal, specifically, with the cultural survival of Mikveh

Israel Cemetery as an example of the remaining cemetery landscapes.
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CHAPTER 1

Influences on American Cemetery Design

The precepts for American Cemeteries were inspired from traditional forms that

had evolved in Europe and were eventually reinvigorated by the American Landscape.

American attitudes toward life, death, and the landscape varied according to region,

lifestyle and community objectives. The layout and site design of settlements

symbolize these attitudes, but burial landscapes provide specific examples of cultural

landscape development from the agrarian 18th century through pre-civil war

industrialization.

The Pre-lndustrial Period

Until the latter part of the 18th century, large-scale, self sufficient, family-oriented

plantation lifestyles characterized the southern Atlantic regions of the country.
1

Family members were bonded by their economic dependency, for the production and

marketing of goods that had a direct impact on personal lifestyles. Land burial on

plantation grounds was typical of an agricultural lifestyle, because deaths were losses

to families rather that to communities. Family graveyards varied from simple,

Howett, Catherine. "Living Landscapes for the dead." Landscape Spring -Summer 1977: pp. 9-17.
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functional plots to elaborately laid out cemeteries which doubled as private

landscapes.
2

Community lifestyles characterized the northern regions. The survival of towns

was related to group effort, so loyalty to community was as important as that to

family. Members of southern communities often shared common religious and

economic objectives. Spiritual beliefs as well as economic ones shaped the

environments of northern communities. Group background as well as existing

conditions influenced town layout and the siting of burial grounds. The buildings

surrounding central public commons, including meeting houses which doubled as

churches, taverns, and modest residences, were the centers of political, economic, and

spiritual life.
3

The patterns which were superimposed on the landscape were

intended to shape uniform, predictable growth, much like the common spiritual

growth which was expected of community members.

Religion influenced attitudes toward death and burial landscapes in northern

communities. Burial grounds were minimal landscapes; members were buried in

chronological order rather than in family plots, which symbolized community as family,

rather than nuclear associations. Rows of graves were marked with identical

headstones since disposal of bodies was considered unimportant compared to

disposition of souls. Collective fear of death was reflected by the unfriendly winged

Stilgoe, John R. Common Landscape of America 1580 to 1845 . New Haven & London Yale University Press,

1982, p. 227-229.

3
Stilgoe, p. 48.

4
Dethlefsen, Edwin S. & Jensen, Kenneth. "Social Commentary from the Cemetery." Natural History, 86 (6),

1977: pp. 32-38
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death's head carved into many of the headstones. Since bodies were not held in

much reverence, neither were graveyards, and the sites often fell into neglect.

In contrast to communities shaped by attitudes on religion, those towns which

were market centers or transportation links were shaped by environmental features

which held potential for economic gain. Layout of these town sites varied from a grid

to curvilinear patterns that responded to the natural geographic features of the land.

The resultant patterns symbolized the livelihood of communities.

Where secular and religious lifestyles co-existed in market towns, attitudes

toward death were often similar, even though graveyard layout and burial practices

varied. Death was a public affair; public displays of mourning at funerals were typical

because the loss of each individual was a loss to community livelihood.

Urban Growth and the Industrial Revolution

Boston, New York, Charleston, Williamsburg, and Philadelphia had developed as

communities by the middle of the 18th century. There were isolated examples of

elaborate development plans, like William Penn's 1682 plan for Philadelphia and John

Oglethorpe 1733 plan for Savannah. The layout of many pre-industrial towns evolved

according to economic objectives and geographic features rather than being

premeditated.

'Dethlefsen, Edwin S. & Deetz, James. "Death's Heads, Cherubs, and Willow Trees; Experimental Archaeology

in Colonial Cemeteries." American Antiquity 31, April 1966: pp. 502-10.
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Advances in architectural design were common through the early 19th century

because designers concentrated on the specific building forms which accommodated

the changing needs. Monumental buildings types such as markets, hotels, banks,

theaters, opera houses, and city halls evolved but adjacent streetscapes were often

dirty and inconvenient. Little open space was reserved within towns because land

was appreciated for its speculative real estate value rather than its aesthetic or

recreational merit; investors rather than speculators exhibited practical entrepreneurial

instincts rather than sociological or humanistic attitudes toward human need.

The majority of immigrants to urban areas during the first decades of the 19th

century were from impoverished rural or European backgrounds and often were

penniless. Many had difficulty adjusting because they were separated from loved

ones and because booming cities were such impersonal environments in comparison

to their previous homes. Circumstances forced many to live in inadequate housing, to

eat contaminated food, and to work long hours for low wages, all of which created

and magnified stress. Overcrowded living situations resulted in unhealthy conditions

because the demand for housing far exceeded public service technology. Little open

space had been left for recreation, and rural outskirts were usually too distant to

provide respite for pedestrian populations.

The plight of the poor was linked in part to the unplanned growth of urban

areas. Inadequate sanitation, and accumulation of trash and waste on city street

caused the contamination of drinking water. Epidemics of dysentery, typhoid, typhus,
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cholera, and yellow fever caused high death rates. Mass burial occurred in common

graves which were left open to facilitate daily additions of bodies.

By the 1820's social reformer's campaigned against the conditions which caused

such chaos and loss of live. Reform forces usually included newspapers, churches,

businesses, and local sanitary commissions. Activists raised moral issues such as profit

versus public health, safety, and welfare, religion versus secular views, work balanced

with leisure time, and environmental issues such as the ratio of architecture to open

space.

As a social conscience started to develop, the plight of the poor was recognized

and human life gained new respect. Physical improvements initiated in the 1830's

included the collection of runoff and drainage of stagnant water, the supply of water

to the public, the regulation of building standards, the inspection of food, and the

control of loose hogs and dogs ). Improved family and community cleanliness

contributed to the improvement of many of the conditions which had caused high

death rates.

Within the first two decades of the 19th century, physicians recognized that

decomposition in open pits was causing noxious gas emissions and the contamination

of ground water. Open graves were also sources of putrid stenches. Physicians

'Duffy, John. History of Public Health in New York City 1625-1866 . New York NY: Russell Sage Foundation,

1968, pp. 86-89.
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noted that residents of neighborhoods adjacent to overburdened graveyards were

often struck the earliest and the hardest by epidemics.
7

This evolving environmental condition created a pressing concern for the siting of

graveyards relative to other urban land uses. Existing graveyards first complicated and

then helped shape town growth. The siting of new cemeteries in boom towns was

such a low priority that it was often overlooked until necessity arose. The New York

Board of Health urged the removal of all graveyards from the city proper in 1798 and

again in 1806, based on European precedents. No action was taken until 16,000 died

in the yellow fever epidemic of 1822.
8

Neighborhoods adjacent to the Trinity Church

burying ground experienced particularly heavy losses, which reinforced physicians

earlier correlations.

As existing graveyards filled, burial practices accelerated health hazards.

Reformers pointed out that since graveyards were among the last available land in

booming cities, churches had often sold the sites to speculators. Reformers appealed

to the newly emerged reverence for the dead in pointing out that if graveyards were

located* on the outskirts of towns, they would be permanent burial sites because they

would be beyond the limits of development. The phenomenal expansion of cities was

not foreseen.

Board of Health, Statistics of Cholera with the Sanitary Measures Adopted by the Board of Health. Prior to, and

During the Prevalence of the Epidemic in Philadelphia, in the Summer of 1849 Philadelphia, PA. King & Baird,

1849, p.25.

1

Harmer, Ruth Mulvey. High Cost of Dying . New York, NY: Crowell-Collier Press, 1963, p. 119.
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Clergymen raised the main resistance to extramural graveyards
9

. They feared

the loss of influence and funeral revenues that would result from the non-religious

cemeteries. In New York, some churches petitioned the city, unsuccessfully, for

permission to extend burial vaults under streets and other public properties.
10

Other

factions feared that remote sites would be inconvenient to pedestrians and attractive

to grave robbers.

Mount Auburn - The "Rural Cemetery" Model

The first successful campaign to establish a secular cemetery on the outskirts of a

town was conducted by a consortium in Boston (Grove Street Cemetery had been

established on the outskirts of Hartford, CT, in 1796. Even though its suburban

location matched the "rural cemetery" type, its regular layout differentiated it from the

"rural cemetery" type), (figure 3) The driving force behind Mount Auburn was Dr.

Joseph Bigelow. The physician's primary interest in promoting extramural burial was

to alleviate the unsanitary conditions which transmitted disease.

In 1825, Bigelow recruited friends to his Cambridge home to consider the

expediency of instituting an extramural ornamental cemetery in the neighborhood of

Wlckes, Stephen. Sepulture Its History, Methods & Sanitary Requisites . Philadelphia, PA: P. Blakiston, Son &
Co., 1884, p. 117.

l0
Wckes, p. 116.

Jackson, J. B. 'The Vanishing Epitaph; From Monument to Place." Landscape Winter 1967-68. p,24.
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Boston.
12

Bigelow's friends concurred with his objectives, but it was 1829 before he

found natural allies in the newly formed Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

Following the 1822 yellow fever epidemic, Bigelow published Remarks on the Dangers

and Duties of Sepulture: or Security for the Living with Respect for the Dead.

Bigelow's desire to establish a horticultural cemetery was compatible with the Society's

desire to create an experimental garden; both parties had an interest in the

improvement and embellishments of public grounds. They joined forces and

developed Mount Auburn Cemetery, on a site west of Boston in Cambridge, in 1 831

.

The use of the English landscape gardening style and the precedents set at Pere-

Lachaise, the famous public cemetery established outside Paris in 1804, (figures 4 &

5) resulted in a design which improved public taste in landscapes and became a model

of the "rural cemetery" type. The design of Pere-Lachaise, based on the English

landscape gardening style, provided a naturalistic framework for the informal

scattering of manmade sepulchral monuments. The design set a standard for

grandeur and lavish display and became a model of the European garden cemetery

type.
14

Newton, Norman T. Design on the Land The Development of Landscape Architecture . Cambridge, MA:

Harvard University Press, 1971, p. 268.

' Hunt, John Dixon. Gardens and the Picturesque Studies in the History of Landscape Architecture . Cambridge,

MA MIT Press, 1992, p. 331.

'Howett, Catherine. "Living Landscapes for the dead." Landscape Spring -Summer 1977: p. 1 1.
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figure 3 Mount Auburn Cemetery Plan and Gate Detail, 1831.
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figure 4 Pere Lachaise Cemetery, first planned gate and approach, not realized, 1812. (Ellin 1984. figure 220)
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/?gi/n? 5 Original Plans by Alexandre-Theodore ofPere Lachaise, 1812. (Etlin 1984, figure 219)
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Mount Auburn Cemetery was established on a 72-acre site which was close to

Harvard University and overlooked the Charles River. The site was selected because its

wooded, rolling character appealed to romantic notions of landscape beauty.

Alexander Wadsworth, a civil engineer, was hired to survey the property and lay out

carriage avenues and foot paths. His plan respected the budget of the organization,

and reinforced and enhanced the landscape character. Bigelow designed the Egyptian

Revival entry gate and named each avenue and path after well known species of

plants .

The idealized landscape of Mount Auburn Cemetery epitomized the interest of

the educated classes in Romanticism, which had been popularized in landscape

paintings and in the literature of Byron, Wordsworth, and Dickens. The essence of

Romanticism was that contemplation of nature evoked emotional responses which led

to moral improvement; passive outdoor activity was a way of incorporating

Romanticism into one's lifestyle and a way of temporarily withdrawing from the

stresses of urban living. Romantics argued that nature and cities were counterpoints;

natural scenery evoked harmony, continuity, rustic innocence, fond memories, and

moral satisfaction while cities bred corruption, materialism, social chaos, visual

monotony, and aesthetic bareness. The appeal of Romanticism to the popular mind

was magnified when linked with the emotions associated with death. Thomas

' Newton, p. 207.
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Jefferson had projected a pastoral graveyard for Monticello in 1771 and George

Washington had been buried in a rustic site in 1799.

Visits to sylvan pastoral cemeteries were recommended as emotional outlets for

those learning to cope with urbanism or seeking sanctuary from it. Visits were

prescribed to make the young and careless more pensive, the wise wiser, the

avaricious less greedy, and to moderate the overly ambitious. Contemplation would

also clarify religious beliefs, history would be remembered and patriotism would be

enhanced.
17

Before there were many burials at Mount Auburn, the site looked more like a

park than a cemetery.
18

Mount Auburn's picturesque landscape inspired hundreds of

poems and descriptive essays, and several illustrated guides, pocket companions, and

large engraved gift books. Moreover, the site served the Boston community as a

tremendously popular setting for passive and active recreation.

The appreciation of Mount Auburn's landscape led to heavy recreational use,

which eventually required that regulations be instated. Sunrise to sunset hours were

enforced, and carriage speed was controlled. The presence of dogs, and activities like

running, laughing, whistling, smoking, eating, drinking, and flower picking were

considered irreverent and were thus forbidden. Sundays became so busy that

eventually only lot owner and their guests were allowed to enter the grounds on

' French, Stanley. "The Cemetery as a Cultural Institution." In David E Stannard, ed. Death in America .

Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1975, p. 1 18.

French, p. 119.

'Bender, Thomas. "The Rural Cemetery Movement: Urban Travail and the Appeal of Nature." New England

Quarterly 47 June 1974: pp. 199-201.
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horseback or in coaches.
19

The success of the cemetery conflicted with the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society's objective to establish experimental gardens, and

they withdrew from the venture in the same year the cemetery was established.

Impact of Mount Auburn Cemetery

Because Mount Auburn epitomized picturesque memorial landscapes, it inspired

the "rural cemetery" movement. By the end of the century, landscape architect

Frederick Law Olmstead would credit Mount Auburn with setting an early example of

the "respect paid by the community of the living to the community of the dead."
°

Other communities and countries noticed that Mount Auburn served the living as well

as the families of the dead; the grounds provided the community with a retreat from

chaotic urban life.
21

Within the next two decades, several American cities had used

Mount Auburn as a model for their own rural cemeteries. Philadelphia established

Laurel Hill ( Figure 6 ) in 1835, Brooklyn established Greenwood Cemetery in 1838,

and Cincinnati established Spring Grove in 1845. ( Figure 7 ). Rural Cemeteries were

typically owned and managed by municipalities or by cemetery associations, and run

as nonprofit community services.

French, p. 120.

'Roper, Laura Wood. FLO A Biography of Frederick Law Olmsted . Baltimore, MD John Hopkins Press, 1973,

p. 225.

1

French, p. 120.
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Office I

figure 6 View of Laurel Hill Cemetery, established in 1835, with major monuments and landmarks identified.

(Current Cemetery Handout to Park 3 Monuments)
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Figure 7 James Smillie, Map of Greenwood, 1847. (Sears, p. 101)
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Many rural cemeteries shared similarities in site design, including landscape

preference, site layout, style of architectural elements, and management. The rugged,

wooded sites were reflections of contemporary interests in Romanticist philosophy and

the aesthetic of Romanticism. Through the middle of the 19th century, American

cemeteries were usually designed by engineers, architects, and landscape gardeners.

Many designs shared characteristics borrowed from model rural cemeteries. Roads

and paths were built according to existing topography which took advantage of

naturalistic landscape character and helped keep construction costs down. Views

featured human-made landscapes in the direction toward towns and views to

undeveloped countryside in the opposite direction. Burial lots were either bought or

earned by doing cemetery maintenance. Since horticulturists often introduced plant

materials to embellish grounds and educate the public, many cemeteries doubled as

arboreta.

The design of Mount Auburn Cemetery proved that nature and civic design were

compatible. The naturalistic approach influenced the design of other landscape types,

including public parks and romantic suburbs.
22

Although rural cemeteries and public

parks were designed and established to serve the public, other landscape types,

including romantic suburbs, and park and boulevard systems, benefited only

individuals who had substantial incomes. Llewellyn Park was designed in 1852 by L.

Haskell and others. Ownership was limited to those who could afford to build

Pregill, Philip & Volkman, Nancy . Landscapes in History Design and Planning in the Western Tradition . New
York NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993, p. 450.
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according to architectural standards. Riverside was build in 1869 according to plans

by the designers of Central Park (figure 8). Ownership was limited to those who could

afford to commute from town to suburbs.

W&tM

figure 8 Riverside, Rendered Plan of Olmstead , Vaux & Co, 1869.

Downing, Andrew Jackson. A Treatise on the Theory and Prar.r? of Landscape Gardening . (9th ed.)

Sakonnet: Theophrastus Publishers, 1977, p. 568.
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Access to park and boulevard systems such as those in Chicago (circa 1869), Boston

(1880), and Minneapolis (1883) was likewise limited to those who could afford

transportation.

Cemeteries, public parks, and romantic suburbs shared a design approach. All

sought to balance the best of nature and art, all combined the advantages of city and

country environments, and all sought to balance function and naturalistic aesthetics.

Contemporary appreciation of idealized natural landscapes was one force that

led to a national appreciation of the vast wilderness landscape which was unique to

the American West. The new landscape conscience led to legislation that would set

aside selected landscapes and large-scale parks. Yosemite was protected as the first

state park in 1864 and Yellowstone was declared the first national park in 1872,

reflections of a budding American conservation ethic.

Evolution of the "rural cemetery" Type

By the mid-1 9th century, evolving attitudes toward architectural design coupled

with a new reverence for the dead affected burial practice and customs of

memorialization. In earlier decades, rural cemetery landscapes had little architectural

relief. Settings for sepulchral monuments were created by either thinning existing

Newton, pp. 464-467.

'Newton, pp. 517-521.
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25
woods or by siting monuments in relation to existing plant materials. Early

sepulchral monuments were modest in accordance with the original egalitarian

concepts which inspired "rural cemeteries."

As the architectural character of cities matured, so did the popular taste for the

architectural items which were incorporated into cemetery landscapes. The design

and placement of on-site features paralleled popular building styles; architectural

features reflected stylistic patterns and preferences. Entryways were often

constructed in the Egyptian Revival mode because of that culture's long association

with death and burial and because the style had been used for the entry at Mount

Auburn Cemetery.
29

Rural cemeteries frequently had both secular and religious

chapels; Gothic Revival detailing frequently characterized both types as its use was

popular in contemporary churches.

Monument viewing had formerly educated the illiterate masses and raised

popular taste. As citizens began to erect elaborate monuments, often designed with

Neo-classical detailing, monument viewing became as popular as contemplation of

landscape features. The selection of size, design, material, and inscription of

26
Dethlefsen, Edwin S. & Deetz, James. "Death's Heads, Cherubs, and Willow Trees; Experimental Archaeology

in Colonial Cemeteries." American Antiquity 31 , April 1966 p. 508.

27
Jordy, Wlliam H. American Buildings and their Architects Vol. 4 . New York, NY Oxford University Press,

1972, pp. 164-173.

28
Hitchcock Jr., Henry-Russell. Modern Architecture Romanticism and Reintegration . New York, NY First DA

Capo Press ed, 1993, p. 112.

29
Scully, Vincent. American Architecture and Urbanism New Revised Edition . New York, NY: Henry Holt & Co.,

1988, pp. 64-67.
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monuments reflected self -expression and status consciousness as people accumulated

disposable income.

Because "rural cemeteries" were continually evolving, they became microcosms

of cultural change. The resulting cultural landscapes had direct and indirect impacts

on 1 9th<entury American and European culture for they reflected and influenced

physical, philosophical, and social practices.

As American settlements increased in size, so did cemeteries. The social changes

caused by life in urban areas changed how individuals related to each other which in

turn influenced attitudes toward death and burial. As cities grew, loyalty to

community was replaced by bonds within nuclear families. As individuals died, burial

formed therapeutic emotional links between mourning families and the deceased.

Rural cemeteries, like Mount Auburn, were the newest, most stylish sites for

burial and they served a ready market. Because people shipped bodies to rural

cemeteries in other towns if their town did not have one, many towns were motivated

to establish rural cemeteries. Rural cemeteries were largely secular, in contrast to the

religious churchyard which they replaced.

Once rural cemeteries were established, their physical character continued to

evolve. Some of the changes were related to functional concerns. Due to the

'

isolation of the rural sites, many family plots had been fenced by the 1840's to ward

off stray animals. As grave embellishment became a way to demonstrate love and

social status, enclosures became more elaborate. Iron was a readily available building
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material by the early 1850's, and it was easy to form into elaborate patterns. The

ready market created a boom in the manufacture of ornamental iron fencing.
30

Other changes in burial practice had social overtones. Just as ornamental details

contributed to the grandeur of buildings rising in cities, monuments became

qualitative and quantitative symbols of love. As large, elaborate monuments became

popular, the funerary sculpture trade boomed. Since huge markers were a way to

show off new industrial wealth, the doubled as monuments to social status.

Moreover, the details of America's cemeteries influenced European attitudes

about burial landscapes. Even though American cemetery designers had incorporated

French and English landscape garden principles into the layouts of rural cemeteries,

the incorporation of designed plantings into sepulchral landscapes seems to have had

distinct roots in American rural cemeteries primarily due to the availability of low cost

land. This made designing cemetery landscapes and extension of the American-

Victorian attitude about decor.

John Evelyn's 1661 Silva encouraged removing graveyards from population

centers but did not mention horticultural enhancements of the sites. Europe had

extramural cemeteries by the time of the "rural cemetery" era, but they were called

garden cemeteries because they were crowded with large sepulchral monuments in

structures, geometric arrangements without much horticultural variety.

French, p. 122.

French, p. 122.
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Europeans defined culture in terms of built environments and so they considered

the United States in the 19th<entury an uncultured country because it had little high-

style architecture.
32

As grand architectural elements such as entryways and chapels

were incorporated into the landscapes of America's rural cemeteries, Europeans were

charmed by the physical symbols of maturation.

American "rural cemetery" landscapes stretched the European definitions of

culture to include such landscapes. Since several planted rural cemeteries already

existed in the United States before 1843 when the English designer J.C. Loudon

recommended that plantings be incorporated into cemeteries, he, too, may have been

influenced by American models of rural cemeteries. Several European cemeteries

were eventually designed according to the American "rural cemetery" models.

Social Impact of Rural Cemeteries

Rural cemeteries filled the void created by limited public open space in

contemporary cities. The void filled by rural cemeteries was recognized by

horticulturist Andrew Jackson Downing in the 1840's:

32
Hyde, Anne Fa rrar. An American Vision: Far Western Landscape and National Culture, 1820-1920

.
New York,

NY: NY University Press, 1993, p. 107-146.

33
Loudon, John C. On the Laying out. Planting and Managing of Cemeteries and on the Improvement of

Churchyards . London, 1843, pp. 44-47.

34
Meller, Hugh. London Cemeteries An Illustrated Guide and Gazetteer . Amersham GB: Avebury Publishing

Co., 1981, pp. 14-18.
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in the absence of great public gardens, such as we must surely one

\y have in America, our rural cemeteries are doing a great deal to

ilarge and educate the popular taste in rural embellishment"

^owning 1853, p. 155).

al cemeteries had been planned as multi-functional landscapes and their

2 for recreation within a decade of their inception proved their role as social

es.
35

People spent leisure time in rural cemeteries, respites from the pace

licts of urban life which included adjustments from country to city, from

ity to family, and to work without leisure time.

? popularity of rural cemeteries as recreation sites modified contemporary

; on education, recreation, and landscape design. The sites functioned as

transitions between urban and rural settings, where rural beauty coupled with

Df human made architectural elements provided the best of both worlds.

who had no other access to art were able to view and appreciate it in the

emetery".

oreover, the popularity of cemeteries as retreats convinced social reformers

)an planners of the recreational value of open space. The development of

Park in New York in 1858, according to the design of architect Calvert Vaux

tdscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted, marked the incorporation of parks

y environments in order to make sun, air, and vegetation readily available for

healthy, enjoyment, and education.

i, p. 118

36
Olmsted, Frederick Law. Forty Years of Landscape Architecture Central Park as a Work of Art and as a Great

Municipal Enterprise 1853-1895 . New York, NY G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1928, pp 20-22.

37
Newton, pp. 269-274.
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Burial Practice as Industry

The popularity of rural cemeteries continued through mid-century as loyalty to

family became a priority over loyalty to community. Burial practice became

increasingly important for it evolved a way for romanticists to express love for the

departed. Funerals, burials, and cemetery landscapes emerged as growth industries

which met socio-cultural needs.

Up until the early 19th century, the burial process had been initiated by families.

"Laying out" in the home was done by family members or nurses.
38

Family members

contracted with the cabinet makers to build coffins, livery men to deliver coffins to

gravesites, and clergymen to perform funerals.

As American society became increasingly secular, Romanticism , rather than

religion, became a way of coping with death. Funeral and burial rituals performed

dual functions for they served as tributes to both memory and new wealth.

Entrepreneurs recognized that there were profits to be made by orchestrating burial

practice and by promoting burial insurance. Many sacrificed daily comforts in order to

make regular payments on insurance in order to avoid the stigma of paupers' burials.

The undertaking industry in the United States emerged out of the same

opportunities. The new professionals freed families to mourn by performing the

activities which families and miscellaneous businesses had formerly carried out.

38
Harmer, p.85.
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Undertakers promoted stylish burials in stylish rural cemeteries. Funeral directors

promoted burial processions to the extramural sites as public stages for the display of

emotion and wealth. The grandeur of funerals, cemetery plots, permanent

memorials, and maintenance was limited only by one's finances. The new reverence

for burial ritual removed mourning from homes, and funeral parades made burial a

community activity again. Changes in burial practice actually precipitated changes in

family roles and led to the lining of businessmen's pockets. Entrepreneurs likewise

realized that successful non-profit cemetery associations like Mount Auburn offered

opportunities for profit as well as service. Cemetery sites were bought as investments

and run as businesses. By 1847, the "rural cemetery" Act was lobbied by the New

York State Legislature. This law gave cemetery associations lavish tax concessions.
40

Emergence of Planned Urban Landscapes

By the Civil War, cities were faced with a number of diverse issues which

included appropriateness of land use patterns and architectural forms, maintenance of

economic base, and social unrest. Solutions to these issues required comprehensive

analysis and innovative designs like those which Olmstead and Vaux had

demonstrated in their design of Central Park.

Jones, Barbara. Design for Death . Indianapolis, In.: Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1967, pp. 173-195.

'Bender, The Rural p.210.

' Atticus. The Subject of Interments Within the City of Philadelphia Addressed to the Serious Consideration of

the Members of Councils. Commissioners of the Districts, and Citizens Generally Philadelphia PA: William

Brown Printer, 1838, pp. 1-22.
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After the Civil War, cities would start to study their organization. Just as city

leaders had contracted architects early in the 19th century, landscape architects such

as the Olmsted Brothers and Jens Jensen would start to take their place shaping

growth. With the advent of the "City Beautiful" movement, sparked by the Chicago

Colombian Exposition of 1893, a general change occurred in the planning of our cities.

Church burial yards as had been traditionally known within old cities began to

disappear. The reasons for their demise are many and have been hinted at during this

chapter, but will be discussed at greater length in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 2

Graveyards of Philadelphia: "First Known Burial"

The first burial of a colonist in a "regularly established graveyard" in Pennsylvania

took place at the Tinicum Church graveyard. Buried on October 28, 1646 was the

body of Catherine Hanson
42

. We know very little of this first burial. The site today

is located near the Corinthian Yacht Club. A marker at the old structure entrance

recorded this bit of history:

"The land and river front of the Corinthian Yacht Club at this spot were part of the

seat of the Swedish Government, during its occupation of the Delaware River, 1636-

1655. The Swedish Chapel was situated to the Eastward, near the line between the

Club's property and the property of the Rosedale Inn. The burying ground was near

the chapel, on what is now a part of the club lawn. The large stone step beneath

this plate was the step of the chapel. Directly in front of the Rosedale Inn was the

house of John Printz, The Swedish Governor, who had a yacht on the river and was

the first American Yachtsman. The fort called New Gothenborg, is believed to have

been on the shore some two hundred yards to the westward of the club house. An
indian council was held here and a treaty was made with the indians [sic] on the

17th of June, 1654."

''

Paxson, Henry D. Where Pennsylvania History Began. Philadelphia: Buchanan, 1926, p.1 1 1.
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figure 9 Revolutionary Plan of Philadelphia during the encampments of Lieutenant-General Sir Will

Howe. (Pennsylvania Historical Society)
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Graveyards of Philadelphia: Patterns

The first recorded burial established a pattern of growth for what would later be the

city of Philadelphia. The growth would follow the early settlement of the river front

along High (Market) street. This would move further inland by revolutionary times

and be centered at Broad and Market for the Victorian Era. (figure 9 & 10 ) As a

consequence on the Act of Consolidation in 1854
43

this continued expansion would

later cross the Schuylkill River and take over other existing areas north and south of

the original city.

Cemetery Landscapes would follow the same trend of growth of the city.

Requirements for these followed that they be within walking distance of churches due

to the custom of attending the funerals on foot. Another desirable element of the

cemetery landscapes was that the land be inexpensive due to the finance constraints

faced by most religious institutions. As a consequence of this most of the early

churchyards were in less than desirable city lots. Today, even though the remaining

cemeteries are all in the center of major city activities; early ones were located on

stony or swamp lands at the city's boundary. In fact, Mikveh Israel Cemetery, to be

discussed in the following chapter, was located in the hinterlands when it was first

established due to Jewish religious law. These laws restricted the placement of the

burial ground be placed outside of the confines of the city.

Weigly, Russell F., ed. Philadelphia: A 300 Year History . New York, NY: WW. Norton & Co. 1982,

p. 359.
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figure 10 Plan created for the Bicentennial by the Philadelphia Planning Commission showing growth.
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Graveyards of Philadelphia: Burial Styles

Until the advent of non-denominational cemeteries in the 1830s your choices for

burials in Philadelphia, as in many other cities were few. You could choose to be

interred in a family plot within the city limits, usually adjacent to your property. The

second choice for burials was, of course, your denominational ground. Finally if you

were not in possession of a family plot, or of religious upbringing, or lacking the

proper funding you would be buried in a potter's field. In Philadelphia potter's fields

eventually became city public burial grounds. These did not fare any better with time

and were later abandoned by the city as places for burial. As most these lots were in

remote areas they were not developed until the end of the 19th Century. The two

remaining sites, Logan and Washington Squares were used for multiple public uses

and are now used wholly as parks.

Some religions provided a burial within hallowed ground to parishioners without

funds. The tradition of burial as a duty of the religious community to one of its

members is common practice within the Jewish faith.

'"Jacobs, Louis, The Jewish Religion . New York: Oxford University Press, 1995, p. 114-116
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figure 1 1 Traditional style of burial within the hallowed churchyard. (St. Paul's Church Archives)
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Graveyards of Philadelphia: Records Methodology

The reality and prosperity brought about by the Industrial Revolution to

Philadelphia also brought pollution, disease, and lowered the standard of hygiene and

living.
45

To combat the mounting number of health complaints the Board of Health

was formed, in 1 794, by act of the Pennsylvania legislature. ( figure 1 2 ) The initial

methodology for tracking interments in Philadelphia was done through a branch that

handled the individual records called returns. ( figure 13, 14, & 15
)

These returns were kept for all known deaths properly documented by a

Physician or Priest. It is needless to say that many interments during this period were

not properly documented due to reasons relating to class, availability of officials,

crimes, etc. Due to the size of the city this system was not challenged substantially

until it was fully assumed into the direction and full documentation of the Board of

HealthJn 1806. From 1860-1915 the Board of Health kept full records for burials as a

branch of the City Government of Philadelphia. The Board of Health and the

Cemetery Returns were both of local jurisdiction. In 1915 that jurisdiction was taken

over by the State of Pennsylvania as a way of centrally processing all interment

. 46
records.

5
Weigly, p. 307.

5
Board of Health Records.
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COUNTY

HEALTH, BOARD OF: (Record Group 37) under an Act of April 22,

1794, there were.established a quarantine station for the Port of Phila-

delphia, a Health Office, and a public hospital for contagious diseases,

all under the control of twenty-four '/Inspectors of the Health Office,"

fourteen of whom were chosen by the city of Philadelphia and five each

by the District of Southwark and the Northern Liberties. (Section 18

of this Act refers to a number of other Acts, passed 1700—1774, in*-

tended to provide protection against the introduction of contagious

diseases through the port.) By Act of April 1, 1803 these properties

and functions were assigned to the then-established Board of Health, a

body incorporated independently of the City and'County. Its five mem-

bers were appointed by the Governor, three from the City and one each

from the Districts of Southwark and the Northern Liberties, to one year

terras. This Act also empowered the Board to remove all nuisances

prejudicial to public health and provided that a tax might be levied to

support its functions in the City, Southwark, the Northern Liberties

and the Township of Moyamensing, all of whose citizens were eligible

for admission to the hospital. An Act of 1818 extended the Board's

authority over Penn Township and vested the election of its members

in City Councils and the Commissioners of the Districts and townships.

Acts of 1848 and 1849 added Kensington, Richmond, Spring Garden,

and West Philadelphia to the Board's jurisdiction. The City-County

Consolidation Act of 1854 vested the Board's estate in the City under

the control of City Councils and directed that the voters of each ward

elect one citizen to sit upon the Board. Some confusion concerning the

City's authority over the Board was resolved by an Act of March 16,

1855 which clearly designated it a normal branch of City government.

figure 12 Board of Health Act (Board of Health Records)
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figure 13 Cemetery Record dated May 28, 1841 showing a Coloured Mis Sorden who died of "Dropsy in the

chest" at the age of 52, Married, and resided in Philadelphia for 40 years attended by Robert Johnson MD and

interred at First Coloured Wesley Church ( never encountered in my research ). (Board of Health Records )
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figure 14 Obverse side of Mis Sorden and Mary Dixon Cemetery Return documents showing location of burial

"1st Col. Wesley Church" and "Ground adjoining Say's 3rd below Arch Street", (Board of Health Records )
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As can be seen from the two examples of Mis Sorden and Mary Ann Dixon

information was left out. The description of burial site may just refer to a Church were

the individual attended and not the exact place of burial. Given the racial

misunderstandings which were the climate of the day not all blacks were properly

documented. The example provided was one of the most thorough Cemetery Returns

filled out for a black individual. The argument may also be made that the Caucasian's

return is not in much better shape as far as providing all the pertinent facts. During

the week of May 22-29 1841 I counted the records for 1 18 dead. In 1804 the Board

of Health took over complete control and as a requirement to better record keeping

made it mandatory to have full death certificates.
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Graveyards of Philadelphia: Evolution

As was described in the section entitled Patterns the earliest settlements were

along the Delaware River. The city grew rapidly in a westerly pattern creating a

crescent like shape centered on High Street (Market ). The earliest meeting houses

and churches included burial yards. Some early halls also were utilized by multiple

denominations and so ended up serving as cemeteries for many of these. The

Academy, often referred as the Cradle of Churches was one of these early halls

located at Fourth and Market, later subdivided and owned by a variety of interest

including University of Pennsylvania.

As churches were developed many of the early houses of worship changed their

names, faded out of existence, or were purchased by other congregations.
48

This continuing growth created a pattern of growth rings of cemeteries and other

burial areas surrounding the area of the living. These growth rings kept developing

crescents of land further away from the apex of Market and Front. The reason for this

growth was helped along by inexpensive land. Churches beset with financial

•difficulties were forced to sell their "Gottesacker" (God's acre) and to repurchase

'Wescott, Thompson. Historic Mansions of Philadelphia . Philadelphia Pa. LH Everts, 1884, p. 155.

B
Wescott, p. 170.
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peripheral land at the edge of the city at a lower cost.
49

The cemetery and other

church property became a negotiable asset and also a method of speculating on the

growth of the city. Over time many reasons entered into this migration from east to

west. Probable reasons for this happening had to do with moving away from

industrial and commercial areas, moving to areas were you could gather your

congregation, or moves to where the congregation was moving as repeated cycles of

growth had already demonstrated.

49
Barker, Charles R. A Register of the Burying Grounds of Philadelphia . 5 volumes. Philadelphia, PA

unpublished, 1943, vol. 1, p. 4.
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figure 16 This plan shows a representation of the early cemetery locations and the eventual
clustering that soon followed.
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Figure 17 As the dty grew beyond 5th Street the cemeteries went north and south to the edges of

the dty initially along Arch, then Race & Vine, and eventually down to Lombard and South St.
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Figure 18 In this overall plan of the Old City of Philadelphia one dearly sees the areas of heavy
concentration of cemeteries. The Northeast quadrant held the original district. The city grew west
and south. There are no cemeteries west of Fifth along market. In this stretch the cemeteries are

located at the northern and southern boundaries of the city. West and North of Broad are a few
early cemeteries that quickly disappeared after the law of 1866 prohibited further cemeteries within

the city limits. Finally, as South and West of Broad Street was developed mostly after this law was
passed, there is only Epiphany Protestant Episcopal ( see individual plan ) that was purchased in 1834
and sold in 1896.
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The first ring of growth included the two early groups of worshippers: Arch

Street Friends that had been established in 1690 and Christ Church which was

established in 1695. These two structures and their burial grounds are within one

block of one another.( figure 16 ) Other groups such as the First Presbyterian ( 1707
)

and the Seventh Day Baptist (1716 ) would soon also cluster in the same area.

Three out of the five Family Burial Grounds I discovered are also arranged in this early

clustering. The Say Family (1724) Jones Family ( 1763 ) and Porteus Family (1840 ) are

also located in this area. The information to document the origins of these three sites

is very minimal. I have left the dates for these as Barker had them for lack of any

other method to authenticate any earlier existence, but by their grouping I would

assume that the Porteus family must have existed in some other form at an earlier

time. The reason for this is that the basis that Barker used for authenticating dates are

based on interments that were documented by the Board of Health from the 1840

files. Even though there may have been burials by the 1840, the burial fashion was

to move out to the rural cemeteries along the Schuylkill. The location of this family

ground would presume it to be of much earlier period.

As the city grew beyond 5th Street the demands for central land made it

impossible for the placement of cemeteries along Market Street. From this point

forward there would no longer be cemeteries along the High Street. The cemeteries

and churchyards would now be located in less desirable locations along the main

spine. Cemeteries would mostly be located at the northern and southern edges of the
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city. Initially there would be locations along Arch, then Race & Vine. During the

construction of the Commuter Rail Tunnel in 1980, remains of the, long forgotten,

First African Baptist Church and burial grounds were discovered.
1

Along the southern

perimeter of the city there would be two boundaries, initially along Spruce and Pine

Streets centered around Washington Square that also served as a public cemetery,

and finally along Lombard and South Streets. ( figure 17)

The growth of the city continued filling in from east to west. The demand for

prime real-estate prevented the establishment of any cemeteries along what would

become the municipal core of the city at Market and Broad. There had been minor

development west of Broad Street and most of this had been north of Market.

( figure 18 ) The majority had been Friends Meeting Houses and some city facilities

along the Schuylkill. Fewer still were south and west of Broad Street. In fact, only

one churchyard had managed to get established in this quadrant of the city. Epiphany

Protestant Episcopal (see individual plan ) had been established with the purchase of

land in 1834. Epiphany would face the fate of most churchyards in prime real-estate

locations, it was sold in 1 896.

Furthermore, a new development had taken place in Philadelphia regarding

cemeteries and churchyards. The law of 1866 would critically alter the Cemetery

Landscape in Philadelphia.

Cotter John L. The Buried Past An Archaeological History of Philadelphia . Philadelphia, PA: University of

Pennsylvania Press, 1992, p. 284.
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Graveyards of Philadelphia: Law of 1866

figure 19 Early view of Market Street at Front where various denominations centered their early

congregations. Note the level of development West on Market Street. ( Gough p. 272)
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Philadelphia had experienced exponential growth since its founding. The Civil

War had established Philadelphia as an industrial might. The population for the 1870

Census was listed at just under 700,000. The construction boom had been continued,

on and off again, so that by the end of the Civil War there were more than 145,000

buildings in the city.

All of this made for the standard statistics indicating overcrowding and sanitation

problems. Concerns for sanitation had became a major challenge to the Board of

Health with the constant epidemics and imported diseases that so decimated the

population. Cholera had been first encountered in India in 1817 and had lost very

little time in making it to America. In 1832, a major epidemic struck the East Coast

arriving in Canada and making its way to Philadelphia in the summer. By October of

that year 3000 were infected and a thousand were dead!
52

The city churchyards and

cemeteries were quickly filled to capacity.

With continued epidemics concerns for the remaining populace started to

mount Small pamphlets were published decrying the continued burials of

contaminated bodies surrounding the city of the living. New York had prohibited

burials within the city in 1823 A pamphlet authored by Atticus gave Philadelphians

alarm:

Weigly, p. 422.

52
Weigly, p. 299.

53
Wickes, Stephen. Sepulture Its History, Methods & Sanitary Requisites . Philadelphia, PA: P. Blakiston, Son &
Co., 1884, p. 112.
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'...It has been so universal in former ages, to have the places of burial without the

walls of cities, that the fact of those in Philadelphia being found in the most densely
populated parts, would seem to require some explanation, to redeem the character
of the early settlers from an imputation of thoughtlessness. The explanation is a

simple one. Philadelphia was originally built along the margin of the Delaware; its

fashionable street was next to the river, and the whole extend for many years was
bounded by Second or Third Street; the graveyards are all beyond those predncts,

except, perhaps that of the Swedes. The streets above Second were unpaved;
carriages were extremely rare, and to have gone further than Fourth or Fifth streets

would have been almost impracticable in winter and early spring weather; we
consequently find several religious societies established their cemeteries at those
points, without due consideration for the natural increase of population, or possibly

not anticipating that in the course of a few years the town would extend from the

Delaware to the Schuylkill.- The result so little anticipated has come upon us, and we
are living surrounded by the dead. As if this first error had not even yet been visible

to the citizens, every subsequent attempt to fix upon scites [sic] for burial, with but
one exception, has been attended with the same want of foresight; the borders of
the city have been selected, and before the grave yards have been half filled, the

surrounding squares have been built up with substantial tenements. Shall we
perpetuate this evil, or by an act of wholesome legislation, to take effect gradually,

shall we aver serious ground of complaint from the minds of those who are to come
after us. The writer in this place forbears to enter into particulars of those cases of
wanton desecration which have disfigured the annals of Philadelphia; they are too

recent not to have left strong impressions on the minds of the citizens, who have
doubtless come to the conclusion that what has occurred may occur again; that their

own remains may be disturbed by the ruthless hand of speculation, if care is not
now taken to provide against it...

'

By all accounts there was considerable concerns about health conditions.

Atticus goes on to extol the virtues of the Jewish faith for not allowing interments to

take place within "cities of the living". In this very long paragraph Atticus pinpointed

problems to which I have alluded to and to problems which were to come. The fact

that the city was not planned to take into account its burial practices, was not missed

by its residents. The continued building of the city surrounded by cemeteries was

something that, given the understanding of the times, could not be tolerated.

Atticus. The Subject of Interments Within the City of Philadelphia Addressed to the Serious Consideration of

the Members of Councils, Commissioners of the Districts, and Citizens Generally. Philadelphia PA: Wlliam

Brown Printer, 1838, p. 6.
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In fact, my research has shown that the city had grown to include at least 85

burial grounds associated with religious institutions or designated as such by the City

to accommodate public nondenominational cemeteries

The fear of Cholera and continued epidemics eventually forced the hand of the

Board of Health to come out with Sanitary Measures to be implemented, regulating

an assortment of conditions, that were thought could contribute to the spread of

Cholera and other diseases:

"The character of nuisances removed were 19 in number , and are classified under
the following heads: privies cleaned, housed cleaned, houses closed, yards cleaned,

cellars cleaned, privies purified, ponds filled or drained, hog pens removed, stables

cleaned, filthy lots cleaned, filthy alleys cleaned, manure heaps removed, streets and
gutters ordered cleaned, courts ordered cleaned, slaughter houses cleaned, sinks

cleaned, vaults cleaned, rag and bone shops closed, burial grounds closed.
"5S

In all 6573 offenses in the greater city were corrected, 2621 offenses, in the city

proper. The cemeteries removed were in Moyamensing.

Burial fashions had changed in Philadelphia like they would in all major American

cities and in Europe. The rural cemetery made its way into Philadelphia when Joseph

Sims' former residence, Laurel Hill, became the premier burial site in the city in

1836
56

. By 1840 Eli K. Price had established William Hamilton's renowned mansion,

The Woodlands, into Woodland Cemetery. These two cemeteries located on the

Schuylkill River would vie as the final resting place of the social elite of Philadelphia

'Board of Health Statistics of Cholera with the Sanitary Measures Adopted by the Board of Health. Prior to. and

During the Prevalence of the Epidemic in Philadelphia, in the Summer of 1849 . Philadelphia, PA: King & Baird,

1849, p. 15.

5

Weigly, p. 286.

' Rosenthal, Leon S. A History of Philadelphia's University City . Philadelphia PA University of Pennsylvania

Press, 1963, p. 13.
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Society. The initial attraction of these cemeteries lay in their beautiful grounds and

bucolic setting along the river.( figure 20 & 21 ) The landscape movement, inspired by

Downing, was now sweeping the city. Other cemeteries soon followed by opening

their rural havens.

Due to this new fashion in cemeteries and given the conditions of the cities

people started moving the buried remains out to the country. The Board of Health,

"Resolved , That no further permits be granted for the removal of dead bodies from

one burial ground to another, until otherwise ordered by the Board.
"sa

Continued request had been made to the board on a weekly basis, for permits to

remove the remains and this "led them to inquire into the evils that might follow such

disinterments, especially during the prevalence of an Epidemic, from the inhalation of

the noxious gases, emanating from the decomposing bodies, by those who are

compelled to reside in the neighbourhood of grave yards."
59

The eventual conclusion to all these events came on May 25, 1866, when the

law regarding cemeteries, dating from 1602, was amended to read as follows:

1 .. Location. No cemetery or place for burial shall be erected for such, kept,

maintained, or established within the city unless:

a. It was established and in use for such purpose on the 25th day of May, 1866, or

b. It was heretofore or is hereafter specifically authorized by ordinance.
60

* Board of Health, 1849, p. 22.

'Board of Health, 1849, p. 22.

'Municipal Code City of Philadelphia. Supplement # vols. 1 & 2, Chapter 14 Zoning & Planning. 1983, p. 845.
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UP THli SCHUYLKILL. FK.OJI WEST LAUREL HILL.

figure 20 & 21 Two early view of showing bucolic nature during the early days of the Schuylkill River.
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With fear of death from unknown diseases, the growing trend for rural cemeteries

and the rising values for commercial land in the city the process was now in place for

the sale and removal of inner city cemeteries. This process would take over a hundred

years to fully change the landscape of the city. In appendix A there are a number of

articles that document the phenomenon of cemetery removals well into 1976.
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Graveyards of Philadelphia: Aftermath of the Law of 1866

Today ten cemeteries out of 85, identified, remain in Philadelphia Center City..

The remaining Cemeteries are:

1. Christ Church Churchyard * 6. St. John the Evangelist R.C.

2. Christ Church Graveyard * 7. St. Joseph's Roman Catholic

3. St. Peter's Protestant. Episcopal * 8. Third Presbyterian ( Old Pine )
*

4. St. Paul's Protestant Episcopal 9. First Presbyterian

5. Holy Trinity*/St. Mary's R C * 10. Mikveh Israel
*

Of these only those asterisked have true burial yards. Holy Trinity is the only church to

possess a shared burial yard and have its own church yard within the field of study.

The others have remains of burial properties or have utilized courtyards for interments

in the past, but these are not in clear evidence today. So in fact, there are only seven

remaining burial landscapes within the central city. The others present the traditional

view of a religious edifice in the city scape.

The balance of cemeteries and church yards were removed over time for a

variety of reasons. Initially there were concerns for public safety, but slowly the other

relevant factors entered into the equation. With dwindling congregations and rising

costs many of the churches moved and established new centers for growth within the

greater Philadelphia area. They used the profit from the sale of very valuable land to

establish multiple congregations in what eventually became the suburbs. Cemetery
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fashions changed and people wanted to be buried in greener pastures that due to

demand were soon as crowded as the original cemeteries. The changing

demographics moved people away from the industrial cores and as people moved

many took the remains of their relatives with them. Immigrants who represented 27%

of the population during the 1870.
61 Census and who worshipped as large blocks in

the inner city were assimilated into the culture and diffused into the larger city. Some

religions just fell out favor and were abandoned by congregations. Certainly there are

very complex reasons involved here that cannot be properly served by this research,

but will no doubt be the subject for others to pursue.

Many of the reasons that apply for the elimination of burial grounds, apply in reverse

for their survival. The remaining burial grounds and associated churches or temples

have survived against all the odds, due to their tenacity and tradition. Many of these

remaining sites hold the remains of the most historic patriots in the creation of this

nation. Benjamin Franklin's remains and that of many other important figures in

Revolutionary America lie at Christ Church Graveyard. ( figure 22 ) The remaining

burial grounds are among the oldest in the city. The Board of Health would have

found it difficult to request the closure of cemeteries, for health reasons, where the

majority of the inhabitants had been buried for over a century. It is true that these

cemeteries still received interments and some still do, but the clout and importance of

these institutions served to bring the focus of the general community to bear on

61
Weigly, p. 422.
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municipal politics for their survival.

Christ Church is as strong an institution today as it was at its founding. It

survives due to its dual role of National Shrine and Parish Church. While its

membership was never large, it has numbered in the 500 range for over fifty years.
62

Its membership extends into the various states of the Delaware Valley, with over 30 %

coming from New Jersey. ( figure 23
)

All the remaining burial grounds have the commonality of belonging to very

strong institutions. These institutions now hold these properties as common holdings

of the collective heritage of their faith. Besides being a part of strong institutions

these burial grounds serve the role of national focus. All these burial grounds

represent their faith and a unique example of each of these in one of the earliest

major cities in this country. Like Christ Church the congregations are composed of

people that came from near and far to share the experience of their heritage and to

see this history of their institutions like others have before them.

One institution never questioned the longevity of their final resting place.

Mikveh Israel Cemetery is in many ways very much like all the other examples that

have survived. It has had a continuous strong organization to guide it through its

Gough, Deborah Mathias. Christ Church, Philadelphia The Nation's Church in a Changing City Philadelphia,

Pa University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995., p. 353

"Gough, p. 355.
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figure 23 Christ Church membership outside Philadelphia. (Gough p.357)
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history. It has major Philadelphians from before the revolutionary period buried within

its walls to assure its place in history. It has been recognized as a National Shrine by

Congress
64

. It is a Jewish World Heritage site tracing the migration of the first Jewish

settlers in this country. In the following chapter we will understand some of the

differences in the character of the survival of the cemetery at Mikveh Israel.

See appendix B
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Chapter 3

Mikveh Israel Cemetery - History

^FOUJV&JEJD 17SS

The oldest Jewish cemetery
in the Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania

figure 24 Gated entry to Mikveh Israel Cemetery. (Fund Raising Brochure Cover Mikveh Israel Congregation)
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The earliest record concerning Mikveh Israel Cemetery, which is the oldest Jewish

Cemetery in Pennsylvania, and the third oldest in the United States, dates from 1738.

It has been referred to as the Spruce Street or the Portuguese and Spanish Hebrew

Cemetery.

Its history is important, and it is in part the reason of its survival. The story goes

back to twenty six years before William Penn founded Philadelphia in 1682, a few

Jews were trading with native Americans along the South River of the New

Netherlands (later known as the Delaware).
65

The commerce minded Dutch had

wrested this territory from the Swedes; and young Jews with official permission to

travel and barter ventured south from Dutch held New Amsterdam to scout new

sources of furs.

The Jewish community in New Amsterdam numbered some two dozen who had

first arrived in the trading post on the Hudson River in the Autumn of 1654. Exiles

from Brazil, they had gained permission to stay in Manhattan from the Dutch West

India Company, sponsor of the colony. In time, a handful of adventurers from Jewish

communities in Holland, London, and Dutch held islands of the Caribbean made their

way to New Amsterdam. Some moved on to Newport, Rhode Island; others explored

the South River (Delaware River) area for commercial possibilities.

The British took New Amsterdam from the Dutch in 1655 and named it New

York. Jewish fears that they might be restricted under the British were soon put to

'Wolf, Edwin, and Maxwell, Whiteman, The history of the Jews of Philadelphia from Colonial times to the Age

of Jackson . Philadelphia: Jewish Society of America, 1955. p. 9.
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rest when the King decreed that all persons who behaved themselves were free to

roam the British colonies.

On March 4, 1681, King Charles, II signed the patent that granted William Penn,

the land between New York and Maryland, west of the Delaware River. Penn

informed the King he wished to embark on a "Holy Experiment": he would establish a

"Great Towne."

Jewish trading agents from New York took note of Philadelphia's growth.

Properly located midway along the colonies, Philadelphia grew faster than any other

city. One of them was a New York born merchant. Nathan Levy came to Philadelphia

in 1 737 to build a business. A few other Jews followed him, but for many years the

Jewish colony did not number the ten men required to hold religious services.

Nathan Levy had lived in Philadelphia less than a year when one of his children died.

He appealed to William Penn's son, governor Thomas Penn, for a private place away

from the city to bury his child. Penn agreed to the request and allowed Levy to

purchase a small plot on the north side of Walnut Street between 8th and 9th, to be

enclosed with a "fence of boards. ..an area characterized by woortleberry bushes and

cows grazing in open fields."
66 Two years later, Nathan Levy established a permanent

cemetery on Spruce Street between 8th and 9th streets which Thomas Penn ordered

'Pennsylvania Land Grants, 1584-1772.
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-The Portuguese ami Spanish Hebrew burial ground of Congregation Mikve
['I-' Israel, and the back of the Pennsylvania Hospital, across Spruce Street.

figure 25 Old loose Illustration from Pennsylvania Historical Society.
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to be held in trust as a burial place for Hebrews. John Lukens, the official surveyor of

the Province, drew the plan for the site.( figure 26 )

The cemetery in 1 740 was a plot 30 feet by 30 feet. In 1 752, Levy applied for a

burying place for his family and received an additional grant of land north of the first

plot. In 1765, Mathias Bush acquired a grant from the land office that created the

cemetery that exists today. It covers an area roughly 60 by 130 feet.

The appearance of the cemetery underwent several changes in the course of

years. Nathan Levy enclosed it with a low brick wall in 1751 to protect the

gravestones from "many unthinking people in the habit of setting marks (on the

stones) and firing shots."
67

In 1803 a new higher wall replaced the colonial brick.

Wrought iron gates were added and a sandstone marker was erected telling origins of

the cemetery.

At the close of the American Revolution, management of the burial ground was

placecj in the hands of the Congregation Mikveh Israel, first through a trusteeship

arranged by the Congregation and then, in 1828, by an act of the Legislature of the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, which granted legal ownership of the cemetery to

Kaal Mikveh Israel (Congregation).

67
Wolf, Edwin, and Maxwell, Whiteman, The history of the Jews of Philadelphia from Colonial times to the Age

of Jackson . Philadelphia Jewish Society of America, 1955. p.25.
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Nathan Levy's tomb, dated 1753, bears the oldest inscription. While there are

records of 361 burials, it is estimated that as many as 500 people may be interred.

(

figure 27 ) The reason for this lies in rights of burial. Many Jewish families, who were

not in good standing for reasons of marriage, or other religious problem were not

allowed burial in hallowed grown according to Jewish law. Under the cover of night

many unauthorized burials took place to avoid detection.

Many notable Philadelphians are buriend in the cemetery, among them the Gratz

family who made a fortune trading with native Americans. Simon Gratz was one of

the founders of the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. Soldiers of the Revolutionary

War and the War of 1812 are also buried at Mikveh Israel Cemetery.

The cemetery ceased to be a regular place of burial in 1886 with few exceptions

of rabbis and their spouses. Josephine Etting of Baltimore was buried in 1913. She

had reserved her place 50 years before.

Today the cemetery is a reminder of another Philadelphia. Within its brick walls

lies the history of the Jewish Community. Its solitary tree shades, like an oversize

umbrella, the tombs and monuments of the past. This postage size lot is totally

surrounded by a multitude of buildings representing a variety of enterprises and

Pennsylvania Hospital. It is quite surprising that this lot was not offered for sale or was

'Elmaleh, Rev. L H., and J. Bunford Samuel, The Jewish Cemetery Philadelphia 1902. p. 12- (brochure at the

archives of Mikveh Israel)

'Elmaleh, Leon, The Jewish Cemetery. Philadelphia: Jewish Society of America, 1962. p. 14.
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developed for municipal purposes. Today, what remains is a testament to the survival

of cemeteries in Center City.

PLAN OF CEMETERY LOT
h» JOHN LUKEHS

Survv, Ctntral 1765
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Mikveh Israel Cemetery - Reasons for Survival

It would be logical to assume that the same economic pressures that came to

bear on other congregations and caused them to sell or relocate were also at work on

the Jewish community. The parcel of land of Mikveh Israel, however small and

separated by alleys, grew to be in the center of a commercial Philadelphia that had

not been foreseen by its founders. This parcel must have been of interest to many

commercial developers, in particular, to the Pennsylvania Hospital that practically

surrounds the current cemetery. Whatever negotiations may have existed for the

acquisition of this parcel I have not been able to discover in my research.

Sociological pressures like economic pressures are determining factors in

the existence of cultural institutions. The Jewish community that flourished in

Philadelphia during the 18th and 19th centuries never reached the size to warrant the

multiple structures seen in other religious groups. As a consequence, there were no

new buildings or the relocation of synagogues to accommodate the moving

demographics of the Jewish community. In fact, only two Synagogues were in

existence in Philadelphia until the late 19th century. The Mikveh Israel Synagogue

represented Portuguese extraction ( Sephardic ) and the Rodeph Shalom Synagogue

served the German-Dutch later arrivals who were more Orthodox.

J

Wolf, Edwin, and Maxwell, Whiteman, The history of the Jews of Philadelphia from Colonial times to the Age

of Jackson . Philadelphia: Jewish Society of America, 1955. p.225.
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These two Synagogues represented the core of the Jewish population of Philadelphia,

and even though each congregation had its principal cemetery and eventually,

additional locations throughout the region, Mikveh Israel Cemetery represented the

original efforts of the early Jewish pioneers in Philadelphia.

There was no doubt that the socio-economic factors that had been reasons for

the relocating or the selling off of burial grounds for financial profit or as a way to

accommodate the migration of religious communities, had eliminated the majority of

center city cemeteries. These removals may have affected the management, but not

so as to cause the elimination of the Mikveh Israel Cemetery. Certainly there were

other small cemeteries that represented small congregations or sects of worship that

had perished over time. Their absence pointed in yet another direction. For this

reason, the answer as to the Mikveh Israel Cemetery's survival had to be because of

its religious dogma.

Various indications in religious writing pointed this out. In the Talmud 29A

Megillah "A cemetery must not be treated with disrespect", it adds to the ritual of life

and of death. Here we see the importance that is placed in the Jewish religion on

caring for the remains of the dead. Part of the religious ceremony of Rosh Hashanah

incorporates family visits to the cemetery so as to remember the dead and maintain

their burial ground.

Birnbaum, Philip, Encyclopedia of Jewish Concepts , Hebrew Publishing Co. New York: 1979, p. 84.
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The Jewish community and the Jewish faith are intertwined. It is the community

that defines the faith according to words of the Talmud. "The proper burial of the

dead has been regarded as a religious duty resting upon the entire community."
'

This is particularly explicit as the Jewish faith allows no cremation. In classic times

bodies were buried directly in the soil from which they came. Modern health laws and

burial economics have caused modern burials to take place in coffins. It was tradition

that the dead be buried outside the city limits. Finally, this ritual is further consecrated

by the custom of placing a bag of soil from Israel under the head of the deceased as

the "soil of Eretz Ysrael atones" (Deuteronomy 32:43).

Therefore one comes to the conclusion that the community and its faith had

caused the survival of this cemetery. This place that contained the remains of historic

notables and was a cornerstone of the American Jewish Community had survived

because of its inherent traditions and rituals regarding life and death.

In a lengthy interview with Rabbi Albert E. Gabbai at the Mikveh Israel

Synagogue, we discussed religious reasons for the survival of Mikveh Israel Cemetery

in light of the disappearance of other religious cemeteries in Center City. In essence,

he agreed with the reasons for the survival of the cemetery already described and

added some additional ones. His main comment had to do with the religious fact that

hallowed land was hallowed forever. Once Jewish bodies were placed in a cemetery,

there were very few reasons for their removal. Consecrated land could not be sold by

a Synagogue unless burials had never taken place or by defacto rulings against a

72
Jacobs, Louis, The Jewish Religion , New York: Oxford University Press, 1995, p. 114-116
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Synagogue by a municipality. Eminent domain could lay claim to lands that had

served as a cemetery, and this would cause a removal of bodies from one Jewish

cemetery to another. This in fact, had occurred on two other Jewish cemetery sites

outside of the study area. His main point was that there were very specific laws

governing Jewish cemeteries and interments that precluded them from doing

otherwise and this was not the case in other religions.

The search for the reason for the survival of this cemetery had reached an end. I

say it reached an end because there were reallly multiple reasons that created the

survival of this little plot of land. There was no doubt that the Jewish Community,

through its faith, had been the principal reason for the survival, but chance had also

played into its survival. Had the city required this land for any purpose, it may well

have not survived.

Negotiations realized an agreement in 1959 that granted Historic Status by the

Federal Government. The Federal Government entered into a cooperative agreement

with the Mikveh Israel Congregation that included the site into the Independence

National Historical Park
73

and allowed the National Park Service to show the site while

not assuming any responsibility for maintenance or management^ see appendix B
)

This final act assured that the possibility of demolition, changes to the site, or sale be

approved by the Federal Government through auspices of the National Park Service.

73
Greiff, Constance M Independence The Creation of a National Park .

Philadelphia, PA University of

Pennsylvania Press, 1987, p. 23.
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Conclusion

I have approached this study along the lines of a landscape historian. There

could be other approaches, such as those of the antrhopologist or the social

economist. After being involved in a number of projects dealing with Philadelphia I

chose to study cemeteries and came to understand the importance that they held in

this city. Philadelphia, I would discover, had contained one of the highest densities of

cemeteries in the country. In my search to discover the existence of this invisible

landscape I have skirted subjects that could have helped solidify my position, such as

ethnicity and issues of the cartography of non existing places, for fear that they would

take over the project. So now, I come back to these points of view in an attempt to

synthesize what I have discovered with socially relevant themes that are yet to come.

The mapping of this invisible landscape recreates for me a sense of the incredibly

rich texture that evolved over time in the city of Philadelphia and was relocated maybe

for as simple a reason, as Bender puts it, "to reduce the opportunity of

desecration." The fact remains that these cemeteries are gone, and those that

remain inspire a certain sense of belonging to the greater culture. The existence of

two hundred year old trees next to two hundred year old gravestones makes a space

into place.

74
Zelinsky, Wilbur. Exploring the Beloved Country Geographic Forays into American Society and Culture . Iowa

City, Iowa University of Iowa Press, 1994, p. 283.

75
Bender, Thomas. Toward and Urban Vision Ideas and Institutions in Nineteenth Century America . Baltimore

& London John Hopkins University Press, 1975, p. 84.
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Meyer commented:

"cemeteries are far more than merely elements ofspace sectioned offand set aside for

the burial of the dead: they are, in effect, open cultural texts, there to be appreciated

by anyone who takes the time to learn a bit of their special language.
"

The mapping of these cemeteries has meant for me a way to revive boundaries that

arose out of custom and usage in the local life of another century. Ryden describes

modern maps "[as being] concerned only with the spatial distributions of things." I

hope I have brought out more. These hidden landscapes are bound by their meaning

to culture and individuals. For if "we tie memory to the landscape, then in

contemplating place we contemplate ourselves."

Certainly, as the trends indicate, cemeteries of the future will be very different

from what we have traditionally known. As fewer people utilize the traditional

practice of interment, the remaining cemeteries may one day come to enhance the

experience of living in manners reminiscent of Downing's era. Garreau reflects on the

cities of the future in his Edge City :

In Edge Cities, there is still the occasional cemetery here and there. But if it is ever

seen as "the first glimpse of Utopia, " it is only a wistful real estate agent heaving a

sigh, recalling the day when land was so cheap here, people buried their dead in

it.

79
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Meyer, Richard E.. Ethnicity and the American Cemetery Bowling Green, OH: Bowling Green State University

Press, 1993, p. 3.
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What Garreau does not consider in this statement is the tenacity of ethnic

groups to cling to their traditions. The melting pot may well have assimilated the

generations of Americans to consider new ways to deal with death and its

consequences, but this is not necessarily true of its new immigrants. Traditionally,

immigrants cling more strongly to their traditions as they immigrate. This is the

bond that makes them survive the hurdles before them. "Ethnic, racial, and religious

diversity" are some of the bonds needed for the continuation of traditional

cemeteries.

As a naturalized citizen, I have always been fascinated by this country and its

many ways. I have driven across 45 states, so far, always searching and discovering

the various meanings of being an American. My travels recently took me to

Deadwood, South Dakota, where I came upon yet another cemetery, Mt. Moriah,

where Buffalo Bill and Calamity Jane are buried. Here, the "rural cemetery" plan in all

its Victorian intricacies is curiously laid out on an impractical 45 degree slope as a

reminder and a test of time of someone's great ambition.

Finally, another such reminder can be seen in Los Angeles. This capital of pop culture,

that I used to call home, has invented itself with as much ease as Hollywood creates

films. In this realm of movie stars and movie moguls, where Hollywood royalty reside,

cemeteries have reflected the fashions and origins of this community. At Hollywood

Memorial Cemetery they found their final resting place. Here among the tall palm

3

Meyer. Ethnicity pp. 140-147.

'Zelinsky, Exploring .. , p. 286
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trees came to rest and be venerated the likes of Rudolph Valentino, Douglas

Fairbanks, and Cecil B. De Mille. For many years this hallowed sanctuary of

Hollywood's past did not command the attention of the new gentry. As a

consequence of hard times its beautiful approach land was sold for mini-malls. Today,

enshrined by the mini-malls, new fortunes are being made by the latest arrival of

immigrants. Here, amongst the stars of yesterday, Russian Jews have placed their

departed along with benches and barbecues that the extended families use when they

come and visit, (figure 28
)

figure 28 Hollywood Memorial Cemetery, new Jewish burials with laser images on granites and park benchesfor

visitors.
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Original Location Maps of Old Philadelphia Cemeteries
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CEMETERY LOCATION MAP INDEX

INSTITUTION NAME PAGE

Academy. 82

Baptist

First Baptist 83

Fifth Baptist 84
Sansom Street Baptist 85

Sansom Street Baptist (second location) 86
Seventh Day Baptist 87

Spruce Street Baptist 88

City

City Hospital 89
City Public (Washington Square) 90

City Public #2 91

City Public #3 92

City Public #4 93

Logan Square 94

Family Burials

Carpenter Family 95

Earp Family 96

Jones Family 97

Porteus Family 98
Say Family 99

Friends (Quakers)

Free Quakers 100

Arch Street Friends 101

Southern District Friends 102

Western Friends 103

Jewish

Mikveh Israel 104

Lutheran

St. John's Evangelical Lutheran 105

St. Michael's Evangelical Lutheran 106

St. Michael's Evangelical Lutheran (second location) 107

Zion Evangelical Lutheran 108

Magdalen Asylum 109

Methodist/ Methodist Episcopal

First Associate Methodist 1 10

Salem Methodist Episcopal 111

Salem Methodist Episcopal (second Location) 1 12

St. George's Methodist Episcopal 1 13
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Union Methodist Episcopal 1 14

Moravian
First Moravian 115

Pennsylvania Hospital 1 16

Presbyterian

Arch Street Presbyterian 1 17

Associate Presbyterian 118
Associate Presbyterian (second location) 1 19

Central Presbyterian 120

First New Reformed Presbyterian Covenanters (first location) 121

First New Reformed Presbyterian Covenanters (second location) 1 22

First Reformed Presbyterian 123

Scots Presbyterian 124

First Presbyterian Buttonwood Church 125

First Presbyterian (second location) 126

Second Presbyterian 127

Second Presbyterian (second location) 128

Second Presbyterian (third location) 129
Third Presbyterian 130
Fourth Presbyterian 131

Fifth Presbyterian 132

Seventh Presbyterian 133

Seventh Presbyterian (second location) 134

Ninth Presbyterian 135

Tenth Presbyterian 136

Eleventh Presbyterian 137

Twelfth Presbyterian (also called Cedar Street Presbyterian) 138

Protestant Episcopal

Christ Protestant Episcopal (churchyard) 139

Christ ^Protestant Episcopal (burial yard) 140

Epiphany Protestant Episcopal 141

Grace Protestant Episcopal '. 142

St. Andrew's Protestant Episcopal 143

St. James Protestant Episcopal 144

St. Luke's Protestant Episcopal 145

St. Paul's Protestant Episcopal 146

St. Paul's Protestant Episcopal (second location) 147

St. Peter's Protestant Episcopal 148

St. Stephen's Protestant Episcopal 149

St. Stephen's Protestant Episcopal (second location) 150

Reformed Protestant

First Reformed 151

First Reformed (second location) 1 52

First Reformed (third location) 1 53
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First Reformed Dutch Protestant 154

First Reformed Dutch Protestant (second location) 155

First Reformed Dutch Protestant (third location) 1 56

Roman Catholic

Holy Trinity Roman Catholic (churchyard) 157

Holy Trinity Roman Catholic (burial yard) 158

St. Augustine Roman Catholic (churchyard) 159

St. John the Evangelist Roman Catholic 160

St. Joseph's Roman Catholic 161

St. Mary's Roman Catholic 162

St. Mary's Roman Catholic (second location) 163

Swedenborqian
First Swedenborgian 164

Unitarian

First Unitarian 165

Universalist

First Universalist 166
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Abbreviations

ACH American Catholic Historical Society

"ADA" "American Daily Advertiser"

B of H Board of Health Records

Baist G. William Baist: Baist's Property Atlas of the City andCounty of Philadelphia, 1895

Barnes Barnes' Map of the Whole Incorporated City of Philadelphia, 1867

Bromley G.W. Bromley & Co.: Atlas of the City of Philadelphia, 1910

C & H Carey & Heart: "Plan of Philadelphia," 1832, and "Picture of Philadelphia," 1835

C & L Carey & Lea: "Philadelphia in 1824"

cem cemetery

deeds Philadelphia Deed Book

"Eve. Bull." "Evening Bulletin"

GSP Genealogical Society of Pennsylvania

HSP Historical Society of Pennsylvania

Hocker Edward W. Hocker: "Germantown, 1683-1933"

Hopkins G.M. Hopkins & Co.: City Atlas of Philadelphia, 1875

ICAF Inventory of Church Archives. Society of Friends in Pennsylvania

Jones Jones & Company Atlas of Philadelphia, 1875

L of P Laws of Pennsylvania

Lake & Beers D.J. Lake and N.S. Beers: Map of the Vicinity of Philadelphia, 1860

Ord. Phila Ordinances, City of Philadelphia

PCD Philadelphia City Directory

Pa Arch Philadelphia Archives

Pa Ger. Soc Pennsylvania German Society

"Pa Mag." "Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography

Paxton John Adams Paxton: "Strangers' Guide," 181

1

Procs Proceedings

Pub. Led Public Ledger

S&W Scharf & Wescott: "History of Philadelphia"

Scott Scott: Map of the Consolidated City of Philadelphia, 1855

Sidney J. C. Sidney: Map of Philadelphia, 1849

Smedley Samuel L. Smedley: Atlas of Philadelphia

Tanner Tanners "Stranger's Guide."

Westcott Thompson Westcott: "History of Philadelphia"

White &'Scott Rev. William P. White and William H. Scott: "The Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia"

wills Philadelphia Will Book
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Name: Academy (referred as th8 Cradle of Churches'

Location: Fourth Street, West side, North of Market

Sources: Thompson Westcott, Historic Mansions of Philadelphia pp. 155-170

Maps: C & L, 1824; Tanner, 1828, 1830; C I H, 1832, 1835; Jones Atlas of 1875

Comments: The Academy served as meeting house of early settlers in the early 1700's. Many

congregations first met here and developed Into their own churches in the city. An

adjacent burial ground was part of the Academy property. By 1844 the property

had been divided and part was owned by the University of Pennsylvania who demo-

lished the old structure for new construction/The workmen dug up a number of cof-

fins of all sizes.' Public ledger August 13, 1844.

University of Pennsylvania

Department of Histonc Preservation

Master Thesis
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Fifth Baptist

Name: Fifth Baptist

Location: George (Sansom) Street, South side, West of 11th Street

Sources: s I W, Vol II p. 1310; 8 of H - papers 1825-9, register 1838-50

Maps: C & L, 1824; Tanner, 1828, 1830; C 1 H, 1832, 1835;

Comments: Ground purchased in 1825 and sold in 1352; remains moved that year to Laurel Hill.

University of Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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First Baptist

Sansom St. Baptist

( also )

Christ

Protestant
Episcopal

(first location)

r —
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snj
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Second Presbyte

.1 (First Location)
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Name:
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. . . .
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Name:
Location:

Sources:

LOGAN SQUARE (CIRCLE)

Between Sassafras (Race), Vine, Schuylkill 3rd (20th) and

Schuylkill 5th (18th Street)

Ordinances of the Corporation of the City of Philadelphia in 1812 and

1815 refer this site as a burial ground. In 1812 thecity attempted to

prohibit further burials of pauper from the public Alms-house, the state

prison, and Pennsylvania Hospital. Partially repealedin 1813 it

allowed further interments until more suitable grounds were found.

University of Pennsylvania

Department ol Historic Pre:

Master Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawina Rene L C Torres
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'iends , * « *. .*.

Holy Trinity

Roman Catholic
(first location)
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first Associate Methodist

Arch Street

Presbyterian
(Formerly Fifth

Presbyterian)

Earp Family Graves

Name:
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Jones Famil

Porter's

Family

97

Christ

Protestant

Episcopal

(first location]

{First PrtsofjtT'Cn]

CF,.-s: location)

Name: JONES FAMILY
Location: In the block between Market, Arch, Third and Fourth

Streets

Sources: Mention of this ground is found in a mortgage made in the year 1763,

which describes two lots described in the Philadelphia Mortgage Book

"X" 8 p.255.

University of Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1S96

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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*
+ Second Presbyterian

+

(Second Location)

Say Fami

_Porteus
Family

Jones Famil
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jArcn Street Friends

Say Family

Jones Famil

Firs

Christ

Protestant
Episcopal

(first locctiotV

Name: Say Family

Location: w. from 3rd Street, S. of Arch (abuts against the E. wall of Quaker Meeting House)

Sources: Westcott, Chapter CXCI; B of H 1841 1 1847.

Maps: Unverified: Hexamer i Lother's Map of Philadelphia; Jones i Co. 1875.

Comments: Established before 1724 and abandoned by 1871. Listed in the Board of Health

records as Dr. Say's Cemetery.

University of Pennsylvania

Department of Hisionc Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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St. Thomas
African Episcopa

•X\»v
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Name: Arch Street Friends

Location: 4th, East side, North ol Market

Sources: Westcott, Chapter XLVIII; S 1 W, Vol II p. 1259

Maps: Paxton, 1811; C J L, 1824; Tanner, 1823. 1830; C 1 H, 1832, 1835; Smedley, 18S2.

Hopkins, 1875; Balst, 1895.

Comments: Ground granted in 1690; burials had taken place here since than. The building of

ol the meeting house in 1701 was located on top of old burials. The original bu-
rying ground had extended under present day Arch St. In 1850 "workmen emplo-
yed installing a main discovered a human skeleton opposite the meeting house.

University o( Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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section)

S3
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T^
First Reformed Dutch Protestant

5rg4
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Name: St. John's Evangelical Lutheran

Location: Sassafras (Race) Street, North side, West of 5th.

Sources: Board of Health - papers 1825-32, register 1838-60

Maps: Paxton, 1811; C 4 L. 1824; Tanner, 1S28, 1830; C 1 H, 1832. 1835.

Comments: Established in 1807 with the churchyard surrounding the building. In 1921, the church

and burying ground were removed, to make way for the Delaware bridge approach.

The remains were moved to Laurel Hill.

University of Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

faster Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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( second location )

St Michael's

Evangelical Luthercn

Presbyterian
(third locotion)

( first location )

Union

Methodist-
Fnkrnhnl

J Arch Street Fi

Name:
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Second
Presbyterian

(third locution)
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Dtist

/.

l\on Evangelica

First Reformed
(Second Location)

_.

Name:
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First Reformed Dutch Protestant

(second location)

first Associate

7T

Arch Street

Presbyterian

Name: First Associate Methodist

Location: Cherry Street, North side, East of 11th

Sources: Board of Health papers 1832

Maps: C & L, 1824; Tanner, 1828, 1830; C 1 H, 1832, 1835: Jonas Atlas of 1875

Comments: Ground purchased in 1832 for meeting house and cemetery.

University o( Pennsylvania

Department of Histonc Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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Name:

Location:

Maps:

Comments:

METHODIST EPISCOPAL: ST, GEORGE'S
This church took the name of a former Reformed Congregation, whose
building it purchased in 1795.

Crown (Lawrence) St.., West side, North of Sassafras (Race).

C&L,1824:C&H, 1832, 1835.

This burial ground is mentioned in the records of the church, but lists

only four interments. It was sold in 1847-48 An additional burial ground

was purchased at 16th and Fairmont in 1824 and it too was sold in 1868.

The remains having once been moved were eventually deposited at ML.

Moriah in 1868.

University of Pennsylvania

Department o( Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12. 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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First Moravian _=

Name:
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Fifth

Preabyterionj]

It A^re.
^Protestan

*«!•*•' Pennsylvania Hospital **

Southern District Friends

Name: Pennsylvania Hospital

Location: Sprues to Pine and 8th to 9th.

Sources: Board of Health registers, 1840, 1852

Maps: nome that list it as a cemetery

Comments: In the 'History of the Pennsylvania Hospital" by Morton and Woodbury are many

accounts of burials, including that of Stephen Guard.

University of Pennsylvania

Department o[ Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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it

first Associate Methodist

Arch Street

Presbyterian
(Formerly Fifth

Presbyterian)

_

i r

Name: Arch Street Presbyterian (formerly Fifth Presbyterian)

Location: Mulberry (Arch) St., South side, West of 10th.

Sources: Sands, "A History of the Arch Street Presbyterian Church"; Board of Health

Maps: CU, 1824; Tanner. 1828, 1830; C & H. 1832. 1835.

Comments: Property purchased in 1822 and sold in 1903. Remains removed to Arlington

Cemetery In Delaware County.

University o( Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12. 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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Union African Baptist

j-J u
i n

First New Reformed
Presbyterian
(first location)

Name: First Reformed Presbyterian t also called Covenanters, first location 1

Location: Mary ISt. Mary, Gaskinll, Rodman) Street, North side, West of 8th.

Sources: White and Scott, p. 25.

Maps: C 4 L, 1824; Tanner, 1828, 1830; C & H. 1832. 1835.

Comments: Church organized in 1798. Ground purchased, 180S, 1810 and 1812. Church sold to

Second African Presbyterian Congregation. Buying ground sold In 188S. It was
made a city park "Starr Garden' In 18S3.

University of Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12. 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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First New Reformed Presbyterian
(second location)

t]

St. Stephen's
Protestant
Episcopal

(first location)

Name: First Reformed Presbyterian I also called Covenanters, second location I

Location: 11th Street East, North of Chestnut, corner of Warble (Ludlow) Street

Sources: Soard of Health Papers 1823-32; White and Scott, p. 25; 'Eve. Bull." July 14, 1911.

Maps: C & L, 1824; Tanner, 1828, 1830; C I H, 1832. 1835.

Comments: Ground purchased 1817. Remains were removed about 1850. Site later became a

commercial theater and upon demolition of the theater in 1911 a casket was
unearthed dated 1823.

University ol Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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Name: First Reformed Presbyterian

Location: Cherry Street below 11th.

Sources: Board of Health Papers 1839-40, p. 28.

Maps: C i L, 1824; Tanner. 1828, 1830; C i H, 1832, 1835.

Comments: Referred in maps as First Reformed Dutch, already identified.

University of. Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12. 1S96

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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>ly Trinity & St Mary
1

:

Roman Catholic

St. Paul'

(Secc

Scots
Presbyterian
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"amily
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First Presbyterian Third Presbytericn

(Second Location) (Old pine)

r//.'/.\v.-/.v/.'.'.*.v.v.'
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Chris
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jArch Street Friends

ond Presbyten'oi

-"USecond Locotion)

|.V Say Fami

Jporteus
Family

Jones Familv

y

Fir

Christ

Protestant
Episcopal

(first location)

Name:
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•j St Michael's

Evangelical Lutheran

Second
Presbyterian

(third location)

Ch
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un
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Name: Ninth Presbyterian

Location: Southwest corner of 19th and Race Streets

Sources: Board of Health - Paper 1825-31, Register 1838-58.

Maps: Smedley, 1882; Hopkins, 1875; Bromley, 1910.

Comments: Ground purchased 1824 and sold in 18S5. Remains removed to Mt. Moriah Cemetery.

University of Pennsylvania

Department o( Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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Presbyterian Eleventh

Name: Eleventh Presbyterian

Location: Vine Street, South side, E. of 13th.

Sources: Board of Health - Register 1838-48.

Maps: C 1 H, 1832, 1835.

Comments: Property purchased in 1830 and sold in 1857.

umversity or Pennsylvania Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Department or Historic Preservation
| Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Master Thesis

August 12, 1S96 Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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First Reformed Protestant Dutch
(second location)

First Reformed

first Associate

Earp Family (

Arch Street iS
Presbyterian
(Formerly Fith

Presbyterian)

Name: Grace Protestant Episcopal

Location: S.E. corner 12th and Cherry Street

Sources: Board of Health

Maps: Smedley, 1882; Hopkins, 1875; Baist, 1895; Bromley 1910.

Comments: Ground purchased 1833, property sold 1911. A Board of Health Report for 1872

I pp 108-7 ) lists this ground as a place of interment.

University o[ Pennsylvania

Department of. Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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;t. Andrews
3rotestont

LPisCOOOl

Southern District Friends

Pennsylvania Hospital *•*

Name: St. Andrew's Protestant Episcopal

Location: 8th Street. West side, North of Spruce.

Sources: Westcott, chapter DXXllh Board of Health Papers, 1825-1332.

Maps: Tanner, 1828, 1830; Smedley, 1882; Hopkins, 1875; Baist, 18S5; Bromley 1910.

Comments: Established 1822. About 1938, the tombstones were taken to St. Andrews Collegiate

School at 42nd 4 Spruce. Burying ground also noted in Public Ledger July 17, 1871.

University of Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Tor
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Name:

Location:

Sources:

Maps:

Comments:

Christ

Protestant
Episcopal
(second location)

Methodist
Episcopal

J Arch Street Friends

.
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St. Joseph's
Roman Catholic

St. Paul's

Protestant Episcopal

(First Location)

St. Paul's Protestant Episcopal

(Second Location)

Name: St. Paul's Protestant Episcopal (Second location!

Location: North Wast corner York Court (Evallna St, Locust Street, Elm pi.) and Laurel

(Levant, Americanl St.et, East side, North of Spruce.

Sources: Norrls S. Barratt, History of Old St Paul's Church; Westcott. chapter CLXXXII.

Maps: Paxton, 1811; C 1 L, 1824; Tanner, 1828, 1830; C I H. 1832, 1835; Smedley, 18S2;

Hopkins, 1875; Baist, 1895.

Comments: Ground purchase, 1811. A portion was sold to the Hlbernla Fire Engine. No 1, in

1850. Under a act of Assembly of 1859, the remains were removed from this ground

to Mount Moriah Cemetery, and the remaining ground was sold in 1859.

University o( Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12. 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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Spruce Street Boptist

terion Third Presbyterian

ation) (Old Pine)
St. Peter's Protestant Episcopal
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First New Reformed Presbyterian
(second location)

^

St. Stephen's
Protestant
Episcopal

(first location)

Name: St. Stephen's Protestant Episcopal

Location: 10th Street, East side. North of Chestnut.

Sources: Westcott. chapter DXXII.

Maps: Tanner, 1828, 1830; C i H, 1832, 1835; Smedley, 1832;

Comments: Church organized, and corner-stone laid, 1822: consecrated, 1823. Burying ground
established next to church. Remains were removed about 13SS, to lots purchased
by the congregation in Laurel Hill Cemetery

University ol Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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T

St Michael's

Evangelical Lutheran

First Reformed
(first location)

Name:
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Name: First Reformed ( Second Location )

Location: Franklin, or Northeast Square. (Vine Street, South side, West of 8th).

Sources: Board of Health 18S4-1882; -ADA", Aug 20, 1819; "Eve. Bull.', April 24 1915.

Maps: Paxton, 1811; C & L. 1824; Tanner, 1828, 1830; C J H. 1832. 1335.

Comments: Established 1741. In 1838, the congregation which claimed a grant of this ground,

was dispossed by the city, and the ground was closed over. The trustees of the

church "removed a number of the bodies therein interred, * and were reimbursed
35000.00 by the city on release of all claims. Some of the headstones remained
and were dug up when the approach to the Delaware Bridge was being constructed
in 1915.

University of Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12. 1996

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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First Moravian

1
:

--ri

Name: First Reformed Dutch Protestant t First Location, Churchyard )

Location: Crown (Lawrence) SL.West side extending to 5th, North of Sassafras (Race) St.

Sources: Board of Health 1844-47, 1849.

Maps: Paxton. 1811 calls the congregation 'Evangelical Reformed"; Tanner, 1830.

Comments: Purchased, in 1810 by the Evangelical Reformed Congregation, which later changed
its name. The ground and buildings were sold to the city in 1854.

University of Pennsylvania

Department o( Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12. 1S96

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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First Reformed Dutch Protestant

(second location)

first Associate Methodist

Arch Street

Presbyterian

Name: First Reformed Dutch Protestant I Second Location I

Location: Cherry Street, North Side, Easto of 10th (N.W. corner of Webb's Ave.)

Sources: Board of Health 1857; Westcott Chapter DXLI Dutch Reformed.

Maps: C 4 L, 1824; Tanner, 1828, 1830.

Comments: Ground purchased, 1810 and 1825. A portion was sold in 1823 and 1887. Remains
removed in 1857 to Laurel Hill. Records call this churchyard East of 10th, but

this is a recorded error lhat was perpetuated and is contradicted by the maps
and Westcott.

University of Pennsylvania

Department of Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, IS

Cemetery Landscapes of Philadelphia

Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Tor
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Western Friends

First Reformed Dutch Protestant

(third location)

:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•
!

I X

Name: First Reformed Dutch Protestant ( Third Location )

Location: Sassafras (Race) Street to Cherry, West of Schuylkill 8th (15th) Street.

Sources: Westcott Chap. DXLI calls this Second Reformed contrary to proper listing on "Maps.

Maps: C 1 L, 1824; Tanner, 1828, 1830; C i H, 1835; Sidney, 1849.

Comments: Ground purchased, 1824 and 1834. Part was sold and remains removed, in 1854

South Laurel Kill. Remaining land was eventually sold to Race Street Friends.

University of Pennsylvania

Department o[ Historic Preservation

Master Thesis

August 12, 1396
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Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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City Public

Carpenter Family
Washington Square

\®m
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St. Thomas
African Episcopa

Free Quckers

Name: Holy Trinity Roman Catholic ( burial yard adjoining St. Mary's)

Location: 5th Street, East side, North of Spruce

Sources: Westcott, Chapter DXLV1; Board of Health paper, 1825-32.

Maps: Smedley, 18S2 shows It connected to St. Mary's.

Comments: Extant. Purchased by German Catholics in 17S8.

University of Pennsylvania
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Survey of Center City Cemeteries

Original drawings by: Rene L. C. Torres
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h P'otestant

St. Augustine's Roman Catholic

(first location

Michael's

ngelical Lutheran
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Mbbuuuit—i i ebuyier iui

New Presbytery
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St. Joseph's
Romcn Catho
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Sansom Street George St

Walnut Street Walnut

First Unitarian

Locust Street Locust Street Locust

-o ec M'
Spruce Street

Name:
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JLT^
Cypress Alley (Street)

Delancey Street

Pine Street Pine Street Pine Street
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PUBLIC LEDGER, Philadelphia, Tuesday ItominG, October 2<

Vol* UT?t &• 24, page 1, colimn 5i

The Burial Ground in Siehth Street, above Race. - The res<ml

of bodies ffoa fee burial rrourd en Sighta street, above Race,

has been going on for several days past* Yesterday the digging

for the cellars of the stores to be erected on Kighi2i street

rma ccacanced, and at present, unless the friends of thoso

buried in the ground desire it, no bodies will be reeved fron

the ground except such as lie within a hundred and ten feet of

the TOfit Tall, the space to be occupied by the new hdlaings.

It is said to be in contemplation to put a church in tie central

portion of tne ground, and if that design is carried out no more

of -the bodies Till be removed than is necessary to taako room

for it« Yesterday many of the friends and relatives of the dead

rho lie in it visited the place, but w excitcEent *as manifested.

The trustees are -at the expense of removing the bodies to such

cemeteries as the friends desire them to be taken, ve learn

that the ground r$s purchased about one hundred- years arc, for

?2600. It then extended fron Race to V'.ne streets* Sotse of

the -tosb stones in the yard date back as far as 17S0, but burials

took place in it probably bofore that."
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<LONG FORGOTTEN CITY OF THE DEAD CRTTM3EE3 IGNORED
(o long- lu disuse (Ucvt tiio oldest resident of the j

c, next to The Academy of The Natural SHftaces.
iia.ro railed, owlns to the obioctions of tlio rvUttv

The Academy official*. flc5jTin.c an empty lot n
c-nt (ts sale, as an art of Assembly prohibits tua s

KKhbOTilOCd for£O r-S v
The progeny of the

j of persons buried
Jtt to their property.
It un;ess It la condu
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mmmmm
liisrif-ieiii
'Betjwi Removing Bodies From

Tiny Cemetery A'tsr a

Legal Battle.

NOT USED FOR LO?.'G TIME

Ownership a Mystery for Many

, Years. Solved After Search

Through Records.

Uu-.t sheh.-rc-d war silent

'••*s -iixrict have ill last been forced

to -richl to the reta>h\>j. a.Jr.\r.co ot

i.mK.'.tnujI builaiurt. Oo Tlmssday.
the work of "removiur the -U lioclies

interred in the tun- bnerjoe eroliod

frominc on Ur.cc street, wwt of Nluc-

t-entll. was Ik,.-.:, , leu- dors atLer

.[..il..- M.Mirl:,i(l bad ended a lci<al

but*.'..- -wr the plot by' des-ere-in? that

it sU.oi.-i be abandoned as .1 eeiuotcry.

the bodioa moored and llie sctouod
'-- ' of Un-

its s: lie

Of Xlit-

wo] Sciences, the offices of whirl, over-

li-ok 111-- tombu. Counsel for rhe in-

stitlilion rontenoed that I.' a buildinc

in:?, to bo creeled nit the site it would
cut oft" ucccssnry lirjlt nod air.-

'. No burial bad Kt-o roade for nearly
tlic little sraTeyard, which

ailed :1c.. ortnR I

irtutt.rre of ibe Xatcr.il
rial, a «a.hnol aod an upanrueut bouse
Most of those wfco'e bodies wouldc
bcni-atli Hie old-Casbioted. tiiia imirl.b

st-lbs were bud to tr*i 'wtn'cra .1841

nml 1S30. >.'»ny of l.'iem fjeane

prominently ir. tie early hiator

o( tte cite slid tl.e, names enm
on the tniiuhtiuj bejdstonrs call to

j

rr.ivl ic.lereslir.r corns lor^: forcotten..;

Few of rhe. inscriptions, hnuever, have ;

survived tbeir long eiposnre to the ele-

ments.
First Bodies Removed.

The first jrr.ires to bo oy cacti were
those in lot No. 1 known as the Itob-

ert hlemins lot in ukieli sis bodies

of that old-time fauu).- are .rid to bore
:

been buried, These rei. '

of Mi-

tin

by l.c

ill 1,(

W^iuu

pint "<•

.Itrrss. of Chatleitso
c:.l of the r-'lomiuits, w lu several :.ears:

airo phuiucd exiiuraicc ber ancestors'

; bones and. pnrcliaes-d a tot for tbem in

Laurel Hill Cemetery. A large mat-

:

Ike monument mat rented on the eiein-

:

in= plot ha? heist fr-iis'exrej with the;
remains to the >"ori!iw»iern Cemetery. :

.

In'tiio craves tlwt were opened the.'

diners found only a few hones within 1

the rolled ei>!l:i.s linri.- 1 :r> a. Jeotu o;
'

10 and noinetiiiM-i VI feci. V,. eridenecs!
nf tite. outtide iK.ices iutee been found'
in the. craves thns far opened, and ir.

:c->st eases ouly a ie^^^ of rotted wood '•

ivas fo

Ownership So Oiscovertd.

wteiy uf |

noareli urn
llnll it n,
1-ii-litfullT bobm-cd

elftb

en.
:,.i IS.i

lefrared t

ordered
|

for luci
diiiltent I

lie City
-emetrrr
t Niuth
toruierlj

i Ftreett*.

t iNistorule

a ifd- business 0lHe L.r* the faet whs getl-

eralle unknown to the eorairc.iratJon.

A.s"arcb of iho atcbiv.-a c.f the churci

tbeis reeealeil that the cround bud been

bequeathed to the eoutrecatio
Hubert A. Coblclonsb

Tresl ; lb.

Got

b'uih

dead

Coldeloiisb. wno
o weailhv Inini-onTier, about .iho

e Una- soi'd to the 1'uited Staltai

eniuieiit most o! tl,e laud at Cbest-

ni.i! Ji:ni)r:r streets for ;iie oij mint
lini; 'I'be ei>u(rieea»!on bnriett

, U'e Utile plot foe 30 J

eh the of iho
Tber.

(

eit.r.
|

other

On

an the years passed the lit

eround was forpotten.

Called Penn Square.

leed by which the land

Mr.Mclnu
U'esojuiauty i-jui

byierian Chnrrl
tbat tbe lot tvnw

i SebueikiirFoic'r

unl Twrutietb
enlled in those

'.Chut libtliw

nyieyatd fro

t proven by

be lit

Ite.d

. drai
riiouios

2 others,
l'res-

I'be ileed rtie

l.il ou Kate a

Xidrd street

eeu as NLnetc
.pvCtiYcty

wla aftri

Tho'siri's r"cfns»l^n marry [,j„, oaus-',
ed bun to become R drool: .-nil and tlio :

nlRht followin; her burial be eretit into
the crcveyard and, after chiseling th*|
ii:srrrption onrher atorte, toot ^dose^ of j

: y0tH(JL ..j,.', :<.-M>-V.J

Identity of the Father '

Of Education Debated
Who was the father cf public edu- S

cation In PliiUdelphia? i.

James K. Satcneil. Board of Etiu-'.

cation aide, thinks It was Robert
Vaui-. But members of the City His-

:

lory Society of Philadelphia, declare

It was 11) Thaddeus Steyens; 121 .

Saniuel Breck, or perhaps even 43) '."

Dr. Jesse R. Burden.
At any rate, itie question provoked:

lively debate at a meeting of the so- :

ciely held last night at tlie H. Jo-;

sephine Widener branch of the F:«;
Ubrory, Broad st. and Glrard ave..|

ana when the uieeilng <u over It;

still liad not been definitely decided.

;

However, tlie society passed a reso- ,

lution asking the Bonrd of Education
to set aside a room lu its Park~vay;.
building to hold documents and;
books dealing *ith the history or

publ-.c schools lu Phlladelpola. ''
; :

"lit

LfeDscll, who-
it year* before
out. lvrbaps

177
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UNUSED €RAYEYARD-

;
IN CITTS HEART

Frcfortye.' Kin;h?r«cyterian Church,

V> Renwe 1t

'
'

Been Ful:li

LAST BURIAL FORGOTTEN

icaitcr ;ho

D*:%T 113 OW?!^.-..:iHl !* M5L.' ruid ttlO JO'.SXv!

- ,cu<ec<
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IRAGESTREETSfTE

°lct at 1316 Was Owned by I

ChtiYcti for Century—Mc-
'

/i-Nichol Btiilt Mansion

1¥.

1h>t wlo of Uie larje stone iiotts"

1 1916 Race stray., irosntg on Lojiull
I Circle and odtoinia? tlir ouudlitg ofij
[the Acndttny.or NaLurtI sciences. :

trw* built 1

c-jou! rnurtveci
1V1 by tite late James (> MC . !

:
;
,,::

;ta.". i>a:\

curies a v>t 40 by Ui> ten fad u-
asjesSid i'. 5140,000 and titii con-

j

veyetj s fttx says age by tite Stanley]
Company of Air.jrtci to C*rlrt:de
lit SH6e >jb.i«r.l to a bteca-ct uaort- •

[s»« oX Slu.OOO.fl0O. secured or. this!
Jet and on c-xenty theatre propertied

PhliadcIpluA otrned br ;r.c S'an-

'

ley Company Tills ntcr.ga-e tvi*

'

ceirfd in Jeuc. 1635, to secttre .-.

jojtd issue cf like atnour.t.

Tbe lot of 1915 Rao. sired has
in interesting history. Prior to Its
axle, about f.tteen ycatt ogo it was

] trailed by the ninth PresbjTeritdi.
jlCburcfc, formerly at the nqrtn.vi-e.rti

t earner of lath and Si-.im.ic. c-t.-eels.

|
fcr cpttarri of a century, and was

the church js a ouiiai
I ground. It iiia been soQuirrd or
the church *hen the section arouurt
191b. and Race -was suburban terri-

I tory. Tn* ?lot o( ground :

f,*5 sold
I br the. church In January, 1915. to

J
George K. McLauchllc tor J4G0O. a:

I
-jure fchtan contrast* ftronely vlrb

|

t today. Property " <n the :

I sac:? block has sold tn recent reozt:
it close to J350C a fro.>t >ocu
\ In 4X<utr»brr ot the foltovinc; yeiv '

HCeorgc H. McLaughlin scld the aiteVi
'from srtt'.ch the rcoiahu had been I

9! remove d. to James P. MtNlchol. who I

j
built the present rejtticr.ee on ;lte

'

t
site fcr h^ own use He never oc-

j

iipied it horever. Iti jatuuvrr. IS20.
is tridc». Mirsarct : i: McNIchoL,

jscld tbe '.muse to Wax ?.'_ I*ited;C,i
[For two yeais ifter that it rrjs oc-

I

cupied is oBlces of the Black Fs.-.rlier

'

I. Oil Company, .which, hart a brte,'

; buslr.es3 career in this citf.

sel7ers of the Blnok Panther
[ OJ Company. Will-ant T. TVc*bv-

nthers. in rt-indtajr up thfe
i affairs o: tee compau;' offered the
i! procerty :n A'jttiuit. 1923. at ptthl-.c

e in the suction rt>j^i5 of Stt^tuc:
rreenuui <t Co.. •ahen It 'a^js

I purclutc^d tr the late Juxs MaaI-
Ijoauai .'ct 51*5.5*0. Tlic prcvevry ua>
I conrei'ed Ln;ncv::atcl:' wf'^-r ;o the

Starlej' Coatpany o; Anttrkw ind
luted by the compa-.ty for offices ur.tll

aboni ts.'o year* a&o. >.'o antiounco*.
mtnt has been tract; a« to tlie u're

• r >c . rS liie let.

COlElCEilt \

OF OLD GEMETEmff

i
Burial Ground Adjcining'

j Academy of Natural Science-s-

j
Sokl for S4000

'Court Overrules Objection to Sa;e

; oi b^titutlon Which Held TTtfe

i to One Lot

»t
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^contractors -wnll .-. tcfsjtf , er.c ara ti onsj. !foc
i*b"ereo'ir3trvii!tjon;6'f a. ia'-vv- S^O^OCUVparfsn:

:>C_burch,, Kitton.hcus^-' Hreet - "westr/or' filc-r

——-—r\---— •>- wv.se- £o>i:West-\
-RUtenhouae-.Btreefc-. rThla. espenee -Was f

-fi?"!^ •>10°'nn«* ,-was-ch«erfuLly -paid; by I
*iia.-,tOt>eTer3tiony-aiiti ;-no-w the- contrae-f
tors^caa^so ahead* and: begin, diggings- the-.!
ground.. (or the- new structure. :-..-:-/-.- i
irylf may- be /-.tbnt'-'there- are still '.'living;'

1

lp: some,; parts-, of 'the' country, relatives
I; or. .soraas'ot^tooao: Cdead^-persoia' .--whose t
teTr.ainsi-.-.Ilave.. inrt -. been-.reiucerred- '»»"?

"broker gioauA *o r., the -ne-»- pai-Lsi' build!-,,
:•:§_:; Oajf/of-thp 'gre'it?<.t duncultl~s encduivt-.
; ertrf-byy JKev. E."- Sydnor Thnraao';* rector
:.toE\ the .-parish"-' for. '-'fas pasc'ld : yeansv'-lrr.
:
beginning- |Tb<x. worfc-ea, the.- con template.!.

.^Iianah. haosi, . -was ' that-.steps shoul<t be
u ta>rn ta . rcmdve\th'e-;'xeraaiT;s...of . hulf --.a
tdox^o br'r6ore>bodies. interred theronenr-

.
Jj *-70--'-Teara- egcyeby" zaem&ersi-oii.Zjoix"
jK.vangelic^l; Cbiircl),. m'anj of wbbm',were>
- Germans^,*;. Tbeso-rrsilxr.,.<or-vsever«v" graves-,
-noxolwretjtiamoruf mchy others;. -whicIi'.'Gc--

^.
,

,

eI1'. aS ' 3-" '•$* & • Ereus; . Company I

:

2 loth Sennsylvu ma. ';. Infantry : - J_S T '

Eraus., Company EV Eleventh Permsvl-";
vama Infantry. V. Tb'rae.'- ; cbildren—V/^. (

Ifam-r-Pei), 3 years ;..- -Wnhelm in.a- vp
v
-r} -y

X4 tn or. th*;;- Mary -Peil,: 22 months John '

^Kuxlay, 72.years.: died..185i ;. Barbara i.

ICinkley.-dled. lS6.y..:.- ;:.-.^>.„ " :-'- & -
.

• .? •':

vj- B'atharJ :Thf>mas stated "yesterday'- that t
tbe- new,- pariah building: -will be 42 : by -

b-, /•/ :
feet-.-in',dimenston3:.^.constructed;-" of

/

cupied -tie orisiBSX -cemetery! surround- ? ??.' and ' ?rlckv and tviIT be a two-scory'
: laxv tfie.-pfd •: iSionr,. Evangelical ' Church I

a 'J,J<()nS- »n^auditor5uia- belnjr located on- :

'-lay .vin,,..the .-fer rrame -I f£t -ffS°"
d fi°or-

:
..The £rat rToor. T^ill b* !

<!ed. by^the atr: «a»-.oi ; the .bl3ho> :arnl
iorney.'.reprSsentinar-; the
-VP -;t£LO--:deed-- of -the^otd-'prooertyf'-when
5$. wKJiia P03S0Hsi6ii\bf '.Zion: Evarigsli-:
{cai'.vCaaTcbv and ascertained; that- nt/a.-
;
me«ti-njj; -Btild on .Tantiary ' 13,V:iOC-2^--of;

t the ofH.cer?v and mcriibars ofJZipa'Churcb,,
,'J.f; "w-as« decided Vthrtt- iwrnotft-dead" b»
bunedi-.&ij sulnl' premise, ;. nrxi: "thit-'th'ft-

- relative*;..-.(of those c-trisd.' ba'-'.i-atiriestatl"
fto#*«mtf»»--;tbeir>.daavJv.-- nad " that:,; these'
Xgaol^riona bp r*a'3 ' a t . th<! t-i>rigrisratia>.:£L'|

hand-/October.
fli&ecaSJiilooked I ^arl3

T ^iS.OOO.
, n.he-- church, io'-for^tii/

O**^. CSLiL&£tis~.t*
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250 Families May One Day Live Over This Cemetery

>-~ #5 ?~«S wlV-MSt: a:ii^t; yre;«L :.: !fii» £5<*&u:i S3 bsiw ZlU
{. vkwA by C5i«»nt! C«s*t*>r Rot?,- ana ^i»y futciw* It rw
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Old Cemetery in South Pltfku

Soon to Be a City Ptaygmumi
>' Of Thi> ffuUe.t»* 8f«//

The last ehAptef is about (o l*r

:jx>«riti-on in the history of P.or.ald-

^
s soa Cemetery, «» o-d Philadelphia

-^ landmark.

Today werfcruen bejjsn convert

-

> i«g She 523'year-old burial ground
t«osfs}dcd fey B»inbr>dge and Fit'.-

r\? water sis. in thi- hkirfc between 8th

''I Hvi S;b. into a city playground.

i£ Xh'w wd! end a riches-to-rags ex-

^ &i*«ee for t f--£> cemetery, which was

Tnere are ti< *>c buildinga on each
sidrr <;X the massive iron gate. Tftrr
founder do>%o»d or.c t<> b« the resf-
rtcn.ee »f the caretaker.

TSie other served as the "beii
bouse." Io it. persons who had died
unewpsetetliy were placed for thrse
iteyi. A string attached to a hell
wa» placed in thr:ir ha mis so tluu u
there was « move of returning, life

the belt would ring and arouse the
eKreiskt'r.

Mrs. Karl Boesetshofer. whose
father used to be «sret*k<>r, *i.ti{

lives in thet tiny residence. Tft*> »><;?!

Mmse fcs» fatten into disrepair. Both

Itectttr ?>l»k«* tiearofc

Pp. John Craig Stogfe, rector of

Old Swede* Cfcureh. when he learn-

ed <.tf lb* J«ropp»«<l BJO«e< »**«{« *
sea felt in tit* cerr.erery and ia>:at»:rJ,\

ihron^S* still l««;b»« tfones, the
graves of six «ld aofciiftrs.

They jr.eiudeOsnern! WillUm lr-)

vine, whs* dserl irt 1$CH after tot-ving

to (he fievoltttiw. an<i air« ns a del*-,

z»u: lo the Continental Ojn?rl!K»;|

Captain William Moare, who dittl

«! !be «P» of M: Carn.atn Abraham

Paraon*, who, according K» Wi
tomfmoae, "aijrved «<{ through th«j

It*v«iution and w«$ for * time a
prisoner of the Britlth"; Csfiain

j
IVsiJism MeFaddcn, a « alive sf
-DufeJin. frsiaarf, who «?iefi here trt

1833; C«hia5n. Rebtfrt Bse, •«>!'> a!so

?di«3 ir. 2833, «r.fl Oiptain John Knf-'
her, who *«:i've<t in the War of 1815.

Dr. RyaH ho* »»t aside * corner^
of C>1<1 Swede* Ora*t*ry tot tfcctr

nftw gtav^f!.

Mortl* «nid the big: «one »v<?r tht?

- !» <3«cc fton.-ooered the nwst brautifui
;

buildings ^iii >>*• torn down,

£ hi ih<^ country, but which, for the l-'unil* limkqualff

Iv

s»s< 23 vest's ho* been * neglected
j Ito«sJdson saved a poiiion t»f (he

.
;*jw;sy-« doniifins: ground fw

; .^,j,ce at. tlic fi\mi of the p\of for
„ ^«»Kuix>rh«^Ki junk, .his family and s--.!d Ihn rr-at. -,

'< Z j?>5« i, tj, Kr burl*.! |f« 18,\\ tl«e lot-hot.tcrs were fncor> $$***« of Ronaidson, slili in fairly

f ^ s^, . ,„, i,, ,«,. ^.^..^usr, ,..;n
' twrated as the Philadelphia Cr-mc- i S<"*^ ^>*P*. ««l »« placed In Forest

i
,:>

t>e !?>«< dritnn'rmf.iit. tirid sebuna it »».,.w „» ,(.„ r>„v„!„.;„ ><- S t»rv
i * ih- .» e 13 300 d^d. {

M* ,-y f,f ,hc J^r.rt»*»«H»w v,
^':.fi,

t
:
ry '

;;:» ;
3nrJud,>i ncc the bodirs of R^vo-

;: soidior* horir-d there were trans-

S? fh* txni^x «f six oatriat* and the !

behln(i ^^ep^^aw Hsil,

;

: ^slanes that wnrk their jcrRvcs will :
*» t^ Ict-hflidrrrs died and the

; „«i5« transferred t« th'' hurU! jmund jtsitApf yf the city c^ang^ri, Interest
fcehtfid Old Sw-ei^s Ciiurch. Swan- In the eemtHerv declined. The care- •*

,^»>a sat! Christtnn sis. The area Hi t*k?r rcniivined, but funds tts Sor-pf U^UA^ 'SSXM \»« » wulsna! sitrme, i the pSnce in condition wr-r? loa-h- *

i ... Th*' nfher ocart will he reburJpd ; i-juate.

v in t. wlbyn of forest Hills 0?rae-
1 j Ae~r.rdlr.j5 to the rerorti? the 1;<k;

M*ry, S«merk;n. Thsij- graves will p ' -—I—:—.—5 >

^•tieourked hy hroo?<< t.-bteisand the ' fxtfsctng bttri-rf there were »e^erai |i ^?

*•«««. wsii bede-tryyed.
|

Today Ronairfson 1- littered with ?

? »-
Ko,

,

;!

!;^t
,,i

r
Ce,n<<t

f,
ry SVa!; f0» nc, '; tlft ««». Pop bt-.ttlea and trash of

.^rf^l>--.i>y„aa-ier,ftonaf<lson.w}m:
; all sorts. Th^ paths and graven«<»T to

j

this city frrf Scotland
|
Bre weerf-cov-rl MB-y Sto

,,«.«<i«MAbfishe* a type fouortry.
1 h j gn ^.onumenLs and nwker* are

S^ SooaofsoA founded the hurial icrttmblcd
sroufii-; ix-f.auv t.ot>re was no piHce ».. f

~
V.,,, ,„,„, ,

$ui Fatten Field i„ which toWy
j
^%\** e *

e

™2 " wns ««

^^

dU?i?.

f«S«?$o«s cohgregatum . i'^4 "K I9* • f,«r ^" te»*hMJ KA^i
\, „^ : series of d!sctt»siorj and cuurt pro- J-'v " w ** * **>

g»a*y Actor* Tber-
j
«-d-ng-, the city and the cern<?tc-y

|d Rarai-rfMn f.^ listed in sonic old •!
company reached their agreement,

j
"recerds as "ibr >,< tors' cco.curv," Tf5<? city wiH foot the bill for tha •>:

%,*es~8jse :w many thcat.-iosl peopie ;

rcmavf,i and reburlnt of the bodies.
|

KSPare buried there. Most actors, in i
~ J,P> wor^ w-jli be dene under thp^j

s^fotrtbased spnee o; Ko«alds«n. • president of the Evergreen Memor-
"l "' The rrifua entrance w;j.>> on Bairv-

j
jal Pa rk Association,

gt^^sa st A wide avemte ran back V { \ A 1 r, a > . -*?- , i

fto F»iiwot<-r -.t . s~o many gravel " y<~-.. ,-V-^ V^-V
'- waiis cut through the plot. The i .,. w ; . rt i~ „ • •% \

<*hule place «:a.s beautifully lane
eap<fd, FietVfj-* bhAimr-i eve
i<b>-re.

l
d - pft^la, ^0</'VvUtU :- }
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r
;
Sunday__:•

^i&M
iffi«difleeds for twos lotsMrii-the^Gerniai*;
rietery at "3d stand tehlgbaV. The deeds
|ppjcy|nemames of-ray greafe^ea^arfflMbr:;
"~,:and ',1870. .My_ daughter_and xrand-I

"'ere. I read that all of
t
the bodies

and cannot find Jrazer listed.... ......... -,.-..

sMpxe-"st^t^^&^umk^: the

fiap
•-Phtlfldelphia^ed&ye'op-.^J^ve*op

;
,

igy~ school." >-- - ' - - >
'1"

i ___
-removal*;\va«-started--ih- 'April-and- fnterment

- T|^tete3tTaW''tt^th^a-^'h'ilad'ielphja-MeirtbHaL"
|pjcittieX;^^.|i(i. , Sw.edesfor.d ; road,;-East-W h iteland

"^eperVCduiity,. near-ITrazer. "H^ 7-//y&i^;s

p^|^eeas^JiI^>€"' senTbut ah'oug^e^S^lltcr
'iblders" Located. If .you send rCQbies;.o£.the
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^0 Rt^RtBgMg

Supermm
To Supplan

tosh,

were
neda
know

as to how * msjjv

in the eemelerv y

said,
ivAs

they all are,

to

late Hep, J&mes Tayo&rj

saki Idas, the buHdlEf of the

supermarket would put about
5s) to 6U 'tofom-ssddt'top'' gro-

ceries out «£ business.

"They are &# tol&grai pari

of Souto Fhitod^lpbiad' he

Must the dead* ;resting in eternal slumber, yield to

mmm&mml demmM Mite imisg'? City Council's rules

committee indicated Wednesday that they pitoMbfy must.

The question was less e!e*

garstty raised wfees * request

was put before the committee

to allow the building ot a

supermarket at 8th and Fed-

eral sts, on ground i# oeeu-

sp&d by a cemetery,

,| The planning mmmission;

reetmu^ersded the market's
erection and Paid MlKkotf, a

representative af the- Utooa
Burial Society, «»*$ ttot there

had been no burials, to the

uoeorsseerated WM-gtma mm*
etery for 35 years,

Mm&off $M%4 that the eem-
elery was : hi a state ol

idisrepair- ; because the ; society;

larked fmM to mahktahi. the

plots.

But there was challenging'

testimony £rp?n are* residents,

John Gonnella of sit Fed-

eral st, told the eomudiiee,

"T like to see the dead people

there; They don't bother mod*
'% Eeldyihg to a question irons

:&mnvilm&fi Thomas i Maeln-

said.

Gounod
Georg§ };

ea!.lf as

those

there

he ; a

Minority:

Sehwatia s

d TayoGu:
(dead) people

still being;, voted?''

metunan, S they were,

sured there would be

i<eMer
reasti-

down

three huslo&da r?? people here

today to oppose this/' Ta.yos.«

responded,

]J emrueil. gpprhves a zoning

change to allow j the markers
eoustrutoioii.. thl bodies will

be rehurled i$ a suburban
cemetery, i

12, 1970, p, 33,

?feiiri$&j
3
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(^Philadelphia Inquirer 4 *

re

The::Suburhs

ALBERT (V. TUSTIX
829 XOTK AVEJVl'E

MORTON, PA. 19010

I-2]5-5«-7645 -
Although commercial ceme-

teries are doing less business,-

the price of v graves has :

remained . stable^. A _jingle . . . _..-,
grave in Laurel Hill, ' for eF] Arthur Kiein, president of

ample, is t by 8 feet and costs I Memorial Park,1 says, "We're
an average 0/ 175, the price! thinking along the lines of

depending on its- location. •'. ! mausoleums."

if some cemeteries are; Unlike cemeteries, there
having difficulty-getting pen- are no tombstones in memo-
pie to bury, the obvious cues-; rial paris like Klein's.. Just
Son is: how dorthey stay in-, brame plaques, level with the

!
At ivuumaoc iemeie;y ,

business, particularly if they ]' ground Memorial parks are
'

4 to butcher shops, drug stores
'*hh '!• Mf Woodland ave.; ,". pay taxes?*.-..- > .- .-.,- -.

f cheaper to maintain because

I and neiehbOihBod ice ereaa
OTPervisor <5<orge Schod says,

j

There are several -ways, 0; tie absence of tombstones,

f parlors. > . Gravevards, . it
^'s

r

i
,

a'in
.
g^a^ problem

,;

and me cemeteries- are grate- Eden Memorial' Park 00

seemed, werTibe' of.<ne few! L W< T
f

ur ^ .^wHy of ' M for them, first, the sate SpnngteU.rd.-in Colliagdaia
Pennsylvania area where- a • requires cemeteries: to -putt

•
liz -

s:ilial lace { h\scu'
Jot of development-is going

j.
aside 10 percent of a lot sale!

flnd v^i^ j^ h
.'

on," he says, "a bad thing is J for'-giaiatenance. of: roads, . a>h^ c»f. ^ years Bute-

First It was corner grocery ;has 'four acres open. When,]

; stores that went out of bosi- > those acres are sold, Proud
j

ness because their customers') "id. business trill be solely

moved to the suburbs.' :
.

-.' ' the maintenarxe of graves.

At Woodland Cemetery ,

'

3

stable .territories left in .'the

cify. ..'.':
- ' .'<•;• .-

'.':•: '
•

But'not anymore.'-Cero
:

eter-

ies in the city art either van-

ishing or running out of acre-

that the area is no longer

residential. People just don't

purchase famCy lots like they
age and new frontiers for the| u;^ ._.

dead are being established in
., Ivy Sill Cemeterr at'Motmt
Airy and Stenton aves. Is 106

grounds and -.buildings,- so] superintendent there .
there 1 no need to dip: into there are fewer purchases ofnew money to maintain old family lots. "We have more
graveyards, , -..

,. (people*
Another way, Proud says,; .graves."

' wanting

says.

single

and
id Stenton aves. Is 106 is the trust fund. Since Laurel »h!n-- rfCi.^- u^,...' 1 ,

Earl p»nd, who.^rpervises years old. and its plight is' HOI was founded by QuIkirsT do?t w toeSaTlik^W
•Laure] Hill Cemetery at.3822l simiiar. Fewer and fewer iots ' • '—- — -'---.-

1

amines iave set aside
money for the care of individ-i

ual and 'family, graves. Laorel t

Kill, for example, has S3 f

million in trust to maintain'

Ridge ave., has been:in rhef. are sold there, and the ceme-
business for 47 years andt tery. is wrestling with means
says moi-ement to , the sub-- to sustain itself.

urbs-"has hurt the-cemeter-r "We've felt the change, a»d
ies." _ .-.'_"[ 'we're trying to prepare for

'"If you want a decent place! the future," says Watson
to live, that's where you go,"] -Moody, Ivy Hill's supervisor.!

he says. "It's rhe same thing] Moody has two. problems.] Ies do pay them, billOnly on
*

He's running out of customers,
|WtklifT™',,*-*; >,SV,-f

but worse still, he is running

-to be buried, vou so to the'
out of laad

' '<In the pas:
*i (

suburbs." V' . j
people .bought lots for their -While. more and more city

m„t .-,....' „"'f It."' a- i
entire families/' be- says, cemeteries -like , the Union

-Not cruy arepeo-ole who die „.. v.. -. ' . .{.._.,-. -.
,

these days morVlikely to be I
*™ lt

"f
315 '° ** a °'M Buna! grounds are yielding to

buried in the --.suburbs = but t V^ W«: seU .more- toj )aIid developers, it' is not
_-_ 1. r* ,- \ * husband ana wile. ,

•
, ,some- who died-k>D«.flgo are I- «H ,

- „. , .^j-af-- emireiy a new developmcct.
being reiocated.there.'- .T*eir

j

,°*^™°™} ™«<Z In 1951. the Philadelphia

with cemeteries. If you're

the market fr.r 9 decent, plat

.the cemetery, and. its 76,000-
graves. -~

.
-

j

And as for taxes, cemeter-

jland .that has not, yet been"
'* ;used for hudal.

-

used to.'

Land is scarce in the ti?v

and it's unlikely that new-
cemeteries are going to

sprijcg up to' replace the exist-

ing ones.
'

"If you can find land," one
spokesman ssys, "it's net

sxtabie. It's usually full cf

rock or -water. The best and
cheapest land is in the sub-
urbs."."

rring out of bnrtal space.' Lots
former resting,, piacesj-then

become sites for,- housing or/ -

„, j , r
''-'"*-""&

"'...in Catholic cemeteries are be
-commercial oeveiopmect. =

*"

', ln :: lS71, for-examp)e
l

:

-:6,00o"

bodies were removed-' from
.,"• the Urucn Birrjai Ground at
j- 6th

coming • Scaite, too. . Holy

Cross
_
Cemetery, Bailey rd.

and Yeadon ave., opened

Housing Authority bought tie

6dd Fellows Cemetery , and

Jhe United American Mechan-
ics Cemetery — -aboot 31

acres — and constructed the

Kaymond Rosen housing proj-

ects at 226. and Diamond sts.

The, 'German ;Xuther"an

1890 and bas used' 98 -percent
Federal -sts. and

f jtsland.'.
,moved to Philadeinaia 'memo- , Uke commercial cemeter-l -.

- nai- Park which.-«wmle it-car- -;„ rf,. Catholi- Church isL '
C-eTn-n .Xutheran

^es^rhTTfl&rrk^'Pm'IadeJ-^f
'

ri5£~ii?*i_^
^-^[Cemetery -,-is now -a middle

phttkis dn^atie^iSiester
",T1

?8 f
3 F '"* ^J"*"f^3^ 31st *- «d. Lehigh

L^^uthPmuSm-anJ^S^^t I
av,, arid the ^riew^eme.

raw? shop in a supermarkeri

.
.bnilt-iiver the cemetery^ ".'.-^.-1

£,*-%£&!>?: ' city cemrterie^-Vre

PhUa-j tery at H and Tioga sts, „
delphia'owns U cemeteries iulnow.a. shopping center Manv

, : :re . 5= fiv^^ "«-' dKhr
I
of the dead buried there wer'e

'•vP-slinriry-rutiDiuE.otrt'.-rf'v^ice * ^empurcnased last; year.
! ^v^ to Memorial Park in

^H-'H.wedepero^-onthersales °',*e
-

1 ',

'

sevea er* u,;Bse
i Chester County, which has

- ' and the otters are in various
| tak„

.

more-ttar. 50,000 bodies
•stages. -of development-.. bi\fr0m cemeteries in the c;ft-
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COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR AND KAAL KADOSH MICKVE

ISRAEL
RELATING TO MIKVEH ISRAEL CEMETERY

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this seventh day of
March, 1959 by and between the United States of America, acting
in this "behalf "by Fred A. Seaton, Secretary of the Interior, and
hereinafter referred to as the "Secretary", party of the first
part and the Kaal Kadosh Mickve Israel, hereinafter referred to

as the "Corporation" party of the second part.

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, an Act of Congress approved August 6, 1956 (70 Stat.

107^), provides for the designation of Mikveh Israel Cemetery, in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania as a unit of the Independence National
Historical Park; and

WHEREAS, the said Act provides also, "That the United States
shall not thereby assume any responsibility to provide for the
administration, care, or maintenance of said Mikveh Israel Ceme-
tery;" and

WHEREAS, section 2 of the said Act provides that it shall
become effective if and when the Mikveh Israel Congregation,
through its duly authorized representatives, has executed an agree-
ment < in terms and conditions satisfactory to the Secretary of the
Interior, providing for the continuing administration, care and
maintenance, without expense to the United States, of the Mikveh
Israel Cemetery; and

WHEREAS, the Kaal Kadosh Mickve Israel and the Mikveh Israel
Congregation are one and the same; and

WHEREAS, the said Act further provides that upon execution
of such agreement, the Secretary shall issue a notice declaring
that said requirement has been met and that Mikveh Israel Cemetery
is formally designated as a unit of the Independence National
Historical Park;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the
mutual promises herein expressed, the said parties have covenanted

Release No. 5 May 1959.
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and agreed, and "by these presents do covenant and agree to and
with each other, as follows:

ARTICLE 1. The Corporation does hereby agree for itself,

its successors and assigns, that:

a. It will afford continuous administration,
care, and maintenance of the Mikveh Israel Cemetery, without ex-
pense to the United States.

b. It will not erect, nor permit to be erected,
any buildings on any portions of the grounds of the Mikveh Israel
Cemetery without prior approval in writing by the Secretary.

c. It will consult with the National Park Serv-
ice regarding any interpretive program instituted for the Cemetery.

d. It will confer with the National Park Serv-
ice before permitting the erection or emplacement of any materially
noticeable monument, marker, tablet, or other memorial in or upon
any portion of the grounds of the Mikveh Israel Cemetery excepting
that the rights of present and future burial lot holders or the
Corporation to erect, repair, or replace tombstones in the Ceme-
tery shall not be impaired.

e. It will permit the National Park Service to
have the right of access to the Cemetery at reasonable times for
purposes that are consistent with the Act of August 6, 1956,
supra , and the objectives of the National Park Service for the
Independence National Historical Park.

. ARTICLE 2. The Secretary agrees, on behalf of the United
States of America:

a. To issue a notice declaring that Mikveh Is-
rael Cemetery is formally designated a unit of the Independence
National Historical Park.

b. To exercise no function that would be incon-
sistent with the use of the Cemetery by the Corporation, including
the holding of divine services in accordance with the canons, doc-
trine and discipline of the faith represented by the Corporation.

Release No. 5 May 1959-
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c. To confer with and advise the Corporation
regarding any interpretive program the Corporation may institute
for the Cemetery.

ARTICLE 3. It is mutually agreed, that:

a. It is the purpose of "both parties to this
agreement to preserve the integrity and to further the public ap-
preciation of Mikveh Israel Cemetery, containing the graves of
Haym Salomon and others associated with the Revolutionary War,
and the early history of the United States.

b. Mikveh Israel Cemetery, subject to the cove-
nants set forth herein shall remain the property of the Corpora-
tion, to be used by it for the purposes set forth in Article 2b.
of this agreement.

c. Whenever in this arreement the Secretary is

referred to, the term shall include him and his successors and
their duly authorized representatives.

d. No member of, or delegate to, Congress, or
Resident Commissioner, shall be admitted to any share or part of
this contract, or to any benefit that may arise therefrom, but
such restriction shall not be construed to extend to this contract
if made with a corporation or company for its general benefit.

JThis agreement shall continue in effect until such time as
the Congress enacts legislation inconsistent with its continuance
or expressly providing for its termination. It may be amended
from time to time by mutual agreement of the parties, provided
that any such amendment shall not be inconsistent with or in vio-
lation of the Act of Congress approved August 6, 1956 (70 Stat.
107U).

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said parties have hereunto subscribed
their names and affixed their seals (in quintuplicate) the day,
month, and year aforesaid.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Attest: (SGD) By: FRED A. SSATON 3/7/59
(SGD) WILLIAM I. HEINE Secretary of the Interior
Secretary KAAL KADOSH MICKVE ISRAEL

(SGD) By: DAVTD ARNES

Release No. 5 May 1959.
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I, William I. Heine, do certify that I am Secretary of Kaal
Kadosh Mickve Israel, also known as Mikveh Israel Congregation
and I do further certify that the Board of Managers of the Congre-
gation is its governing body and that at a meeting duly held on
June l6, 1958j the following resolution was unanimously adopted,
a quorum being present

RESOLVED, that the President and Secretary of the Congrega-
tion be and they hereby are authorized and directed to execute
and deliver a certain agreement with the Secretary of the Interior
concerning the Mikveh Israel Cemetery, such agreement to be in
the form submitted on behalf of the Secretary of the Interior and
exhibited to this meeting.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have signed my name and affixed the
seal of the Congregation this 20th day of June, 1958

•

(SGD) WILLIAM I. HEINE
SEAL Secretary

Release No. 5 Kay 1959.
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8A:7-13 ...
CEMETERIES""'

HUioricul Note

Source: New.

Libr»ry Reference*

Cemeteries ss'lS.

CJS. Cemeteries § 23 et scq.

CHAPTER 8

REMOVAL AND REINTERMENT OF
BODIES; ABANDONMENT

Section

8A:3-1. Application to cemetery companies, religious corporations ar.w

societies.

8A:8-2. Repealed.

8A:8-3. Removal of bodies and sale of lands; consents required; court

order; procedure.

3A:8-4. Removal of bodies to other part of cemetery; court order; proce-

dure.

8A;8-5. Sale of land in which person has right of burial; refund or

replacement by alternative burial grounds.

8A:3-6. Lands donated for church purpose? with reverter upon abandon-

ment; removal and reinterment of bodies; consents; notice.

Library Reference!

Dead Bodies «=»1.

CJ.S. Dead Bodies § 2.

WESTLAW Electronic Research

See WESTLAW Electronic Research Guide following the Preface.

8A:8-1. Application to cemetery companies, religious corpora-

tions and societies

The Droyisions^of this chapter shall havr application to szizy

cemetery company, religious rnrporation and rdigJQUS -sccieiy.

L.1971, c. 333, § 8A:8-1, eff. Dec. 1, 1971.

Hl«<orical Note

Source: New.

Library Referescci

Cemeteries *-5. CJ.S. Cemeteries § 5 e: seq.

Dtad Bodies «=»!. CJ.S. Dead Bodies § 2.

'32
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REMOVAL OF BODIES; ABANDONMENT 8A:8-3

8A:S-2. Repealed by L.1973, c. 219, § 35, eff. Sept. 10, 1973

Hlslorical Note

- The repealed sec:;o:i. erected by p. 2S [C.S- p. -362, »§ 162. 15.-!. related

L1971. c. 333. derived irom R.S. 3:3-5, lo removal and reiniern-.cni of bodies iu

3:3-° amended by L.1953. c. 8. p. 66, § 3; cemeteries in incyrporated municipal,

ar.d derived from L.1S32. c. 25. §§ !. 2, lies.

8A:8-3- Removal of bodies and sale of lands; consenis re-

quired; court order; procedure

The directors cf any cemetery owning lands in which burials

have been mace may remove the bodies buried therein and sell

such lands, or any part thereof. Before making such removal and
sale the corporation shall obtain the consents in writing of the

living owner or owners of the interment spaces and permits for

burials in such lands, and the consents in writing of the living lineal

descendants and widow or widower, if any, of the person or

persons buried in such lands, or the part thereof sold. In addif'~n

to the foregoing, the comoration or society shall obtain tne consent

o'f th<" cemetery ooafa'Tn writing. - .---•.

If the consents required cannot be obtained because the persons

from whom they are required to be obtained cannot, upon diligent

inquiry, be found, the corporation or society may apply to the

Superior Court for an order for the sale thereof. The application

shall snow the name of the applying corporation, the location of the

land sought to be sold, the names of all known persons owning
plots or lots and permits for burials in such lands, and a description

and map of the lands sought to be sold.

Upon proof of the facts set forth in the application, the Superior

Court may make an order setting forth the nature cf the application

and the names of all owners of interment spaces and permits for

burials in the lands sought to be sold who have not consented in

writing to the sale, requiring them to show cause, at a time to be

fixed by the court, why such lands should not be sold. A notice of

such order shall be published in a newspaper designated by such

court, for 4 successive weeks, or as the court shall direct-

At the time fixed in the order and notice, or upon such adjourn-

ment day as the Superior Court may fix, no objections in writing

being made thereto or filed with such court previous thereto by the

lineal descendants or widow or widower of the persons buried in

such lands, such court may make an order authorizing the sale of

the lands and the removal of any bodies buried therein.

L.1971, c. 333. S 8A:S-3. eff. Dec. I, 1971. Amended by L.1973. c. 219.

§ 29, eff. Sept. 10. 1973.

733
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8A:8-3
_ CEMETERIES

Historical Mole

Source: R.S. 83-S: 8:3-10: 8:3-11 10 The 1573 amendment substituted "in-
8 -3-13 amended by L.I953. c. S. p. 67. ti: ,-mCr.l spaces" for 'burial plois or iois"

^ " 'n ihc firM paragraph and for "plcls or
Prior Law* LIR82. c. 25. § 1. p. 23 lots" in she ihird paragraph, and re-

(C.S. p. 4362, § It,;] L.1S95. c- 361. quired the corporation or socieiv obtain
§!) 1. 2. pp. 7j4. 735. amended by
L.1S99. c. 97. § 1. p. 229 [C.S. p. -1363,

§§ 1M, 165].

the conse.-.t ol the cemetery boarc
writing.

Cross Reference-!

Interment and reimcrment. regulation by board: of health, sec § 26:6-36 et sec..

Removal of bodies from public burial grounds devotee to other use*, § -!C:cO—il.

Library Reference*

Cemeteries «=>5. c.J.S. Ceraeieries § 5 ct seq.
De-d Bodies «=5. CJ.S. Dead Bodies § 4 ct scq.

oA:8-4. Removal of bodies to other part of cemetery; court
order: procedure

When burials have been made in any cemetery, the Superior
Court may make an order authorizing the directors to remove the
bodies buried therein to another part of the lands owned by it The
court shall prescribe the notice to be given and the conditions, if

any, of the granting of the order.

1-1971. c. 333. § SA:o-4. erf. Dec. 1. 1971.

Historical Note

Source: fLS. 8:3-14 amended by Prior La-wn: L.IS95. c 361. § 2, p
L.1953. c 8. p. 68. § 12. 735. acceded by L.1S99. c 97. § 1 p

229 [C.S. ? ««3. § 1651.

Library Refer tncej

Dead Bodies <fc>5.

CJ.S. Dead Bodies § 4 et icq.

8A:8-5. Sale of land in which person haa right of burial; re-
fund or replacement by alternative burial grounds

If any cemeterv company or. religious corporation or religious
societv owning qr o^atine a ^metery sells any land in which "any
person has acquired a right of burial, tne said company,. corpora-
tion or society shall, at the discretion of the cemetery board, either
r-fund to the party having such right, his heirs, executors or
assigns, the amount paid therefor, with interest computed at the
rale of 2% per annum from the date of payment, or shall convex to
such party, his heirs, executors or assigns, an eligible plot ot ground
of equal size in burial grounds adjacent thereto, and shall pay ail

734
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REMOVAL OF BODIES; ABANDONMENT 8A:8-6

cost and expense incurred in the removal of any bodies interred in

ihe lands sough: to be vacated and sold and the cost ot properly

rcinterrir.g the same.

L-1971. c. 333. § SA:S-5. cff. Dec. 1. 1971.

Historical .Volt

Source: R.S. 8:3-16 amended by Prior Lawc L.189S. c. 36!. 5 2. P-

)_1953. c. 8. p. 6«. § 15. 735. ame.-.ded by L.I399. c. 97. § Z. p.

229 [C.S. p. -3363. 5 166].

Library Reference*

Cemeteries <£="15.

CJS. Cemeteries § 23 a scq.

8A;8-6. Lands donated for church purposes with reverter upon
abandonment; removal and reinterment of bodies;

consents; notice

Where lands in any municipality in this State have been given or

donated to a church organization for the use of burial and church

purposes, upon condition that when the same shall cease to be used

for church purposes they should revert to the original donor or his

heirs, and the lands so given or donated have been abandoned and

have ceased to be 'used for church purposes, and there have been no

interments therein for 10 years, such lands shall be deemed to have

been abandoned, and the church organization having custody or

control thereof may, with the consent of the board of health of the

municipality wherein they are situate, and the cemetery board,

disinter and remove the bodies interred therein" to some other

suitable burial grounds or cemetery to be provided by the church

organization.

Notice of the intended removal shall be published in at least two

newspapers published and circulating in the municipality where the

abandoned burial grounds arc situate, for 4 weeks, at least once in

each week, prior to the intended removal.

L.1971, c. 333, § 8A:8-4. cff. Dec. 1. 1971.

Hlrtorlcal Note

Source: ILS. 83-17.

Prior Law*; L.1902. c. 69. §§ 1. 2. p.

23« [CS. p. 4365. §§ 170. 171].

Cemeteries *=>!4.

CJ.S. Ccmeler-.es § 22.

Library Reference*
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